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Currency equivalents
Currency Unit
USD 1.0

=
=

Nepalese Rupees
NPR 100 (PDR)

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

1000 g
2.204 lb.
0.62 mile
1.09 yards
10.76 square feet
0.405 hectare
2.47 acres

Weights and measures
1 kilogram
1 kg
1 kilometre (km)
1 metre
1 square metre
1 acre
1 hectare
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Abbreviations and acronyms
ADB

Asian Development Bank

AEC

Agro-Enterprise Centre

AEPC

Alternative Energy Production Centre

AusAID

Australian Agency for International Development

AWPB

Annual Work Plan and Budget

BDS

Business Development Services

B to B

Business to Business

CBS

Central Bureau of Statistics

CDR

Central Development Region

CMF

Centre for Microfinance

COSOP

Country Strategic Opportunities Programme

CPE

Country Programme Evaluation

CPISU

Country Programme Implementation Support Unit

CPMA

Corridor Potential Mapping and Assessment

CPMT

Country Project Management Team

CSIDB

Cottage and Small Industries Development Board

DCCI

Department of Cottage and Small Industries

DDC

District Development Committee

DFID

Department for International Development

DIPC

District Industry Promotion Committees

DMEGA

District Micro Enterprise Groups Associations

DoFE

Department of Foreign Employment

DSF

Debt Sustainability Framework

DTCO

District Treasury Control Office

EDR

Eastern Development Region

ESC

Enterprise Service Centre

ESCMT

Enterprise Service Centre Management Team

ESP

Enterprise Service Provider

FEPB

Foreign Employment Promotion Board

FMA

Financial Management Assessment

FNCCI

Federation of Nepal Chambers of Commerce and Industry

FNCSI

Federation of Nepal Cottage and Small Industries

FNCGO

Financial Comptroller General Office

GDP

Gross Development Product

GIZ

Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit

IPSAS

International Public Sector Accounting Standards

HVAP

High Value Agriculture Project

ICIMOD

International Centre for Integrated Mountain Development

ICT

Information and Communications Technology

ILO

International Labour Organisation

IOM

International Organisation for Migration

LCS

Local Construction Society

LTR

Letter to the Recipient

MED

Micro-Enterprise Desk
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MEDEP

Micro-Enterprises Development Programme

MEDPA

Micro-Enterprises Development for Poverty Alleviation

MFI

Micro-Finance Institution

MMC

Market Management Committee

MOI

Ministry of Industry

MOLE

Ministry of Labour and Employment

MSE

Micro and Small Enterprises

NAS

Nepal Accounting Standards

NBFI

Non-Banking Financial Institution

NCB

National Competitive Bidding

NMEFEN

National Micro Entrepreneurs Federation Nepal

NRNA

Non-Resident Nepalese Association

OAG

Office of the Auditor General

ODA

Official Development Assistance

ODOP

One District One Product

OFID

OPEC Fund for International Development

OVOP

One Village One Product

OSS

One Stop Shop

PBMG

Performance-Based Matching Grant

PIM

Project Implementation Manual

PMD

Platform on Migration and Development

PM&E

Planning, Monitoring and Evaluation

PRA

Participatory Rural Appraisal

PSC

Project Steering Committee

RCCI

Regional Chambers for Commerce and Industry

RER

Rural Enterprises and Remittances

RIMS

Results and Impact Management System

RMSEs

Rural Micro and Small Enterprises

SCC

Savings and Credit Cooperatives

SDC

Swiss Development Cooperation

SFACL

Small Farmers Agricultural Cooperative Limited

SEEP

Skills Enhancement for Employment Project

TEVT

Technical Education and Vocational Training

TSA

Treasury Single Account

UNCDF

United Nations Capital Development Fund

UNDP

United Nations Development Programme

USAID

United States Agency for International Development

VDC

Village Development Committee

VMC

Village Management Committee

WA

Withdrawal Application

WMW

Women Migrant Worker
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Part I.Introduction
1.1 Project Implementation Manual (PIM)
This Project Implementation Manual (PIM) is a fundamental document that provides the basis for
implementation of the programs and activities oriented towards achieving the goals and targets
envisaged in the project design documents. This document has been developed as a single point of
reference for project personnel and other stakeholders involved in the implementation of the project.
The PIM will help the project personnel ensure smooth project start-up and implementation. The
current document is the draft of the PIM. It will take a final shape after the comments from IFAD and
discussion at the Project Inception workshop and approval by the Ministry of Industry.
The PIM is a dynamic document and amendments will be considered effective once duly
approved by the Project Steering Committee and no objection from IFAD.
The PIM is prepared in English and Nepali. In case of discrepancy between the two versions, the
English Version will prevail.

1.2 The Project
On December 10, 2015,the government of Nepal (GON) and the International Fund for Agricultural
Development (IFAD) entered into an agreement to implement Rural Enterprises and remmittances
(RERP) Samriddhi Project. The Project aims at providing sustainable sources of income to poor
households, migrant families and returnees in the Eastern and Central Regions of Nepal, by
supporting the creation and expansion of family, micro, small and medium rural enterprises. These
enterprises could be involved in both the farming and off-farming sectors.
The project is an outcome of the extensive analysis of the Nealese Economy and society by the GON
and IFAD. With GNI per capita of US $ 732, Nepal is one of the LDCs of the world.The economy of
rd
Nepal is characterised by dependence on agriculture with about 2/3 of the population taking
agriculture as its main occupation. The agricultre is mostly of subsitence nature with limited
commercialisation and participation in the market.The increasing proportion of Nepali youth opting for
employment outside of Nepal has become a trend in itself. Nepal received 6.7 billion US dollar as
personal remmittance in 2015. This amount is almost one third of the GDP of the country. The
Remmittances have acted as a huge safety valve to the economy reducing the pressure on the job
market within the economy and contributing a lot of cash in the market allowing the receipients of the
remmittances to increase their consumption level (reduction of Poverty) and allowing import of the
goods and services. The fact that Nepal could achieve most of the MDG targets in spite of the fact
that the country underwent the phase of insurgency and heightened instability during this period can
be largely explained by the increasing flow of remmittances to the economy. Realisation that the
remmittances play a crucial role, and country canot indefinitely rely on jobs outside her own economy
was the primary factor behind initiation of this RERP project.
Poverty alleviation is taken as main plank of the policy initiatives of the of the Government of Nepal.
The country has developed a vision og graduating from the rank of the Least Developed country
which will require not only accelerated economic growth but also the reduction in the economic
th
vulnerability of the country. The approach paper of the current 14 three-year plan (2016/17-2018/19)
has taken the long term vision of taking Nepal to the rank of medium Income country through the
establishment of a welfare state with social justice. The creation of employment opportunities
accelerated economic growth is taken as the main objective of the current periodic plan
The current Industrial policy of Nepal (Industrial Policy 2010 has taken 'To make remarkable
contribution in national economy through sustainable and broad-based industrial development in an
effective, coordinated and collaborative partnership of public, private and cooperative sectors thereby
to support poverty alleviation' as its vision and included promotion of entrepreneurship as one of the
main objectives of the policy.
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The Agricultural Development Strategy has identified the commercialization of Agriculture as the main
plank of increasing the agricultural production and transformation of the economy of the country.
Besides the country has adopted various policies and taken initiatives to develop certain niche
products (e.g. Nepal trade integration strategy2010 had identified 20 products which were to be focus
of export Promotion. The new trade Integration strategy has identified 12 potential products which
would be the focus of export promotion in the time to come).
The RERP Samriddhi is in line with the overall government plan, Its policy initiatives like Industrial
policy, Agricultural development Strategy, Nepal Trade Integration Strategy and other initiatives of the
GON.The project aims at the development of Micro, Small and medium enterprises by providing them
various business support services and helping the families receiving remittances by helping them to
get their remittances through secured channel and turn the money they receive to savings and
investment.
The MSMEs are the engine of growth of the economy. They constitute the bulk of the industrial
enterprises of the country and contrubute most to the value addition and employment creation. The
Focus of the RERP samriddhi is to help the emergence of Sustainable MSMEs and help them to
become competitive.

1.3Project Goal and Objectives
Goal. The overall project goal is to contribute to reducing poverty and achieving sustainable peace
through employment-focused, equitable and inclusive economic development.
The major outcomes anticipated are:
 87,500 direct beneficiary households (70% of target HHs) reporting increase of at least 20% in
HH asset ownership within 4 years of project support, as compared to baseline (RIMS)
 10% of reduction in the prevalence of child malnutrition, as compared to baseline (RIMS)
 At least 33 % of target entrepreneurs, vocational trainees and apprentices are women
Development Objective
The project development objective is to provide sustainable sources of income to poor households,
migrant families and returnees through viable rural micro, small and medium enterprises (RMSEs), in
both farming and off-farming sectors.
The anticipated outcomes include:
 60,000 rural entrepreneurs expand their existing business (i.e. have increased their income by at
least 30%) or create a new one (annual income above average amount of annual remittances of
NPR 25,000)
 30,000 rural youth access job placement services
 30,000 RER/SAMRIDDHI-supported enterprises (20,300 new and 9,700 existing) are still in
business after 3 years (RIMS), of which 33% owned by women/30% owned by migrant returnees
 21,000 RER/SAMRIDDHI-supported vocational trainees and apprentices, of which 33% of women
are in gainful employment over at least 6 months

1.4Project Area
The Project is to be implemented in 16 districts of Eastern and Central Nepal. These districts come
from both from the mid hills and southern Terai plains.Morang, Saptari, Siraha and Sunsari are the 4
Terai districts which come under the project coverage. In Central Development Region, the project will
cover Bara, Dhanusha, Mahottari, Rautahat and Sunsari districts. Among the Hill District Bhojpur,
Dhankuta, Khotang, Tehrathum , Udaipur and Okhaldhunga from Eastern Development Region and
Sindhuli from Central Development Region are covered by the project. In terms of the new federal
structure, the project will be implemented in parts of 3 provinces. Province No 1, Province No. 2 and
province No.3 will come under the project coverage. The area to be covered under the project
especially Central Terai, a region with reatively developed infrastructure
has the highest
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concentration of the poor in the country. . So the imlementation of the project of this kind will lead to
addressing the issue of poverty in the country.
In terms of regional development and disparity, the Eastern and Central Nepal is considered to be
more economically and culturally advanced part of the country. The infrastructure is better developed.
There are known market centres, the population density is higher providing greater scope for
industrial development. In this sence this area is better suited for emergence of MSMEs
Figure1: Map of Target District

The project is to be implemented following the existing road networks. The idea is to support the value
chainsof the various products. Two corridors have been identified. The Koshi corridor will include 9
districts 4 from Terai plains and 5 from the mid hills Where as the Jankpur corridor will include 5 Terai
districts and one hill districts. The project has more Terai districts and it is natural as these districts
have higher density of population including poor population and a much greater amount of agricultural
resources providing greater scope for the growth of RMSEs The district coverage is to be phased
over a period of 2 years with 12 districts to be covered in the fiscal year 2016/2017 and the rest 4
districts to be covered in 2017/17. Originally it was meant to be phased in 3 years, but as the project
implementation got delayed in the first year, the phasing will have to be completed in 2 years
The rationale behind selecting these districts is that the districts selected for the project have a
relatively better developed infrastructure and and as such they are better suited for emergence of
successful RMSEs. The Districts of Terai of Central and Eastern Nepal has the highest concentration.

1.5Project Beneficieries
The Project is designed to cover approximately 179,000 beneficieries directly. This includes 60000
rural entrepreneurs either creating or expanding their businesses, 30,000 rural poor acquiring
employable skills either through vocational training or aprenticeship. In addition the project is to
provide financial education 213,000 persons , returnee migrants or the members of the families
receiving remmittances will receive some sort of financial education. the They will be the primary
beneficiery of the project. The primary beneficiery will either start(create) their own
business/enterprise or expand their existing enterprise/business.
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The project is to target: (i) existing formal and InformalRural and Micro entrepreneurs, (ii) poor
households particularly landless and near landless families, (iii) returmee migrants and remittance
receiving households and (iv) , small enterprises that either service the micro enterprises by providing
inputs and services or buying outputs from them and also those which create employment
opportunities, for the rural poor. The financial education program is meant to support financial
inclusion. It is expected that around 80% of the target population will belong to the population under
the ational poverty line or to nearly poor families, as per the government‟s classification (please refer
to WP 2)
The project will also directly target the nearly poor population which is poor because of lack of
opportunities of livelihood diversification and additional source of income, they are at the risk of falling
back into poverty. The project has to ensure that women constitute 33% of project beneficiaries, and
youngmen and women constitute at least 40% of the target group. At least 30% of RER/SAMRIDDHI
beneficiaries will be migration/returnees or remittance receiving families.
The secondary target group will include medium enterprises and large enterprises, as well as service
providers. They will extend support to the primary target group, through the provision of financial and
non-financial services, development and elivery of vocational training and apprenticeship packages in
connection to job placement, as well as business partnerships.
Furthermore, project investments will lead to indirect benefits for RMSEs and poor households even
out of the target area, as they will gain from: (i) the dissemination of evidence-based businessmodels
developed by the project through MOI, FNCCI and Regional Chambers of Commerce and Industry
as ell as multi-stakeholder platforms at the regional and national level; (ii) the building of inancial
institutions capacities to better respond to RMSE‟s financing needs; and (iii) the building of
capacities of district Departments of Cottage and Small Industries/Cottage and Small Industries
Boards as well as of FNCCI to facilitate RMSEs development, to support business partnerships and to
promote inclusion.

1.6Cost and Financing
The total project investment and recurrent cost is estimated at NPR 6 billion (US $ 68.2 million).
Including contributions from the Government of Nepal, IFAD, the private sector and the project
1
beneficiaries.
Government of Nepal: The government will finance tax/duties and the salaries of the government
staff assigned to the PMT, and is further expected to finance one staff per ESC as well as part of the
costs of vocational training (37%, building on expected creation of the TVET Fund) for a total of USD
9 million.
IFAD: IFAD available resources amount to about USD 38.6 million, of which 44% under the form of a
DSF grant, and 56% through a highly concessional loan. The grant will cover soft activities across
components, including vocational training and apprenticeship, consultancies and implementation
partners‟ overheads, and will contribute to setting up the ESCs, corridor coordination, vehicles and the
PMT central office. The loan will primarily finance enterprise support activities and financial
instruments
Private sector: the private sector contribution is estimated at USD 13.7 million and will mostly consist
in the cost-sharing of capacity building and outreach promotion by financial institutions, progressive
taking over of ESC costs by DCCIs, and space allocation to ESC, facilities provided to ESC;
Beneficiaries: the beneficiaries of enterprise development and financial services will be requested to
contribute in cash to an extent that will vary in accordance with the enterprise size, as well as to
investment loans benefitting from performance-based matching grants. Overall beneficiaries‟
contributions are estimated at USD million 6.6.

1

For detail please refer Project Design Document page no 35 table 7. For details, please refer Project Design
Document page no 36 Table 8.
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1.7
Organisation
Structure
Figure.
Organizational
Framework
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Organisations
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Part II. Project Components, Outcomes and Outputs
Closely interlinked and phased across the project life, RER comprises of three components
encompassing the full set of interventions required to support profitable and sustainable growth of
RMSEs: Component 1 – Promotion of Rural Micro-Cottage and Small Enterprises (RMSEs);
Component 2 – Productive Investment; and Component 3 – Institutional Support and Project
Management.
The figure below provides a basic overview of the project components and the corresponding subcomponents.

The following sections provide an introduction to the project components, sub-components, expected
outputs and outputs, and the corresponding performance indicators. For a detailed understanding of
the component strategies, activities and implementation arrangements, please review the Project
Design Report and the Working Papers (31 May 2015).

Component 1 – Promotion of Rural Micro-Cottage and Small Enterprises
The objective of Component 1 is two-fold. On the one hand it will provide micro and small
entrepreneurs with sustainable access to adapted Business Development Services (BDS), so that
they can expand existing businesses or create new ones. On the other hand it will assist members of
poor households, and especially youth, to build their skills through vocational training and
apprenticeship and to secure gainful wage employment in RMSEs.
The component design responds to four main strategic thrusts:
i.
Providing entrepreneurs with the information and skills they require to start-up and expand
profitable businesses
ii.
Developing a diversified and sustainable market of BDS
iii.
Helping RMSEs to develop business partnerships
iv.
Promoting gainful wage employment
Expected Outcomes.
It is expected that by the end of the project, rural entrepreneurs have access to BDS enabling them to
develop their existing businesses or create new ones and providing sustainable and gainful jobs to
the poor. The key outcome level performance indicators include:
 At least 8 participating DCCIs (50% of target DCCIs) have sustainably integrated an ESC into
their regular organisation
 50% of RER/SAMRIDDHI-supported SPs are successfully running their business at the end of the
project
 57,500 RMSEs (of which 33% owned by women, 30% owned by migrant returnees/families) have
a business plan and have access to BDS
 23,000 RER/SAMRIDDHI-supported RMSEs (by category) participate in business to business
arrangements (40% of target RMSEs)
 30,000 rural poor have acquired employable skills
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Sub-Component 1.1 – Mapping business and setting up capacities
Investments in this sub-component aim at mapping business potential and stakeholders in the three
target corridors (as indicated in Table 3 above) and at setting up the institutional capacities at district
and corridor level to facilitate RMSEs access to services. Investment activities include:
1.1.1 Mapping of business potential and stakeholders - Corridor Business Potential Mapping and
Assessments (CPMAs)
1.1.2 Setting up capacities at district level- Enterprise Service Centres an d Multi-stakeholders‟
platforms
1.1.3 Setting up capacities at corridor level
Major Outputs
1.1.1 Market and business potential,
RMSEs, Service Providers (SPs)
and other stakeholders identified

Key Performance Indicators
• 3 Corridors Potential Mapping and Assessment
and regularly updated every other year

1.1.2

Enterprise Service Centres (ESCs)
running facilitation services

• 16 ESCs have Strategic Plans detailing services
and financing strategy as well as outreach and
communication strategy
• Number of RMSEs (by category) using ESC every
year

1.1.3

Corridor
teams
ensuring
coordination, B to B linkages and
management and KM support

• 2 Corridor Teams in place

Sub-Component 1.2. Services for RMSEs promotion
Investments in this sub-component aim at facilitating RMSEs access to responsive, gender-sensitive
and sustainable services, so that they develop profitable and sustainable businesses taking
advantage of local opportunities. Investment activities include:
1.2.1 Developing markets of Business Development Services (BDS)
1.2.2 Access to services
Major Outputs

Key Performance Indicators

1.2.1

Service providers accredited and
capacitated to provide quality
technical and management

• Number of SPs in ESC roster, of which 40% of
women
• Number of SPs who received capacity building, of
which
33%
of
women

1.2.2

RMSEs accessing BDS

• 60,000 RMSEs have accessed at least one service
package

1.2.3

Support
families

to

migrants

and

their

Sub-component 1.3 – Vocational training
Investments in this sub-component aim at assisting members of poor households to build their skills
and to secure gainful wage employment in RMSEs. Activities include:
1.3.1 Vocational training
1.3.2 Apprenticeship
Major Outputs
1.3.1 Rural poor
training

1.3.2

receiving

vocational

Rural poor hired as apprentices

Key Performance Indicators
• 15,000 (of which 4,950 women) rural poor have
vocational training certificate and 70% of them are
hired and retain job for more than 6 months
• 15,000 apprentices (of which 4,950 women) have
apprenticeship contract and 60% of them are hired
and retain job for more than 3 months
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Component 2 – Productive Investment
This component builds on the results of Component 1 and aims at i) supporting the access of RMSEs,
migrants and remittance recipient households to responsive and suitable financial services, provided
at an affordable cost by sustainable financial institutions; and ii) facilitate the financial inclusion of
migrants and their families, support their access to reintegration and peer-counselling services and
harness remittances for productive investment in rural enterprises. Three main strategic thrusts
guided the design of the component:
i.
Developing innovative financial instruments to address key constraints faced by RMSEs and
migrants
ii.
Improving the outreach of financial institutions
iii.
Promote migrants‟ and migrants families‟ access to economic services
Expected outcomes. It is expected that by the end of the project, RMSEs and migrants have access
to financial services enabling them to sustain and expand their business as well as to use remittances
for business investment. The key outcome level performance indicators include:
 35,700 RMSEs, of which 33% owned by women and around 30% owned by migrants, have
access to investment loans (RIMS)
 28,000 migrants/migrants‟ families open a bank account and deposit part of their remittance
(25% of those educated by Migrants Partner Organisations in-country and abroad)
 112,320 migrants access financial education through Migrants Partner Organisations (incountry and abroad) and 46,000 access other types of services provided by Migrants Partner
Organisations (in-country)
 100,800 community members (migrants and non-migrants) access financial education
provided by SCCs and SFLCs
Sub-component 2.1 – Financial inclusion
Investments in this sub-component aim at facilitating the access of RMSEs as well as migrants and
their families to adequate financial services. Investment activities include:
2.1.1 Capacity Building of Financial Institutions
2.1.2. Financial Instruments (Performance-based matching grants (PBMG), risk-sharing scheme,
departure loan buy-back scheme)
2.1.3 Outreach of commercial banks and larger MFIs
2.1.4 Conducive Environment and New Products
Major Outputs

Key Performance Indicators
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2.1.1

Financial
institutions
capacity building

receiving

• 1,008 savings and credit coops strengthened
(RIMS), of which 80% deliver remittances
• 15 MFIs and banks participating in the project
(RIMS)/receiving capacity building

2.1.2

Family and micro-enterprises access
investment loans and migrants use
remittances for business start-up
and expansion

• USD 27.2 million loans extended by financial
institutions
(RIMS)
• More than 20 financial institutions participating in
risk-management
scheme
• Claims to the risk-sharing scheme are less than
3% of outstanding investment loan portfolio
• 6 million consolidated savings deposited by
migrants on newly-opened accounts (RIMS)
• Claims to the risk-sharing scheme are less than
3% of outstanding investment loan portfolio
• 6 million consolidated savings deposited by
migrants on newly-opened accounts (RIMS)

2.1.3

Outreach of financial institutions in
rural area increasing

• 2 financial institutions benefit from financing of
points
of
services
• 20 agents from financial institutions are able to
supervise SCCs in their catchment area (only in hills
districts)

2.1.4

A conducive environment for rural
finance inclusion is implemented

• More than 100 enterprises benefit from equity
financing
• More than 32 investments have been realized
using
the
Investment
Fund
• The Financial Regulatory Commission is
implemented in 5 districts and supervising more than
300 SCCs and SFACLs

Sub-component 2.2 – Mobilizing Migrant Resources and Skills
Investments in this sub-component aim at strengthening and, where necessary, creating the capacity
of migrant centres and associations to expand their network and the delivery of services to migrants
and their families, both in the target districts and in four destination countries. Investments will cover
the following:
2.2.1 Mapping, needs assessments and partnerships in districts
2.2.2 Building the Capacity and Providing Services to Migrants and their Families at District Level
2.2.3 Building Capacity and Providing Services to Migrants Abroad
Major Outputs
2.2.1. Migration potential/gaps and Migrant
Partner Organisations identified in
16 target districts and partnership
forged

Key Performance Indicators
• One contract with one Migrant Partner
Organisation detailing implementation modalities of
RER/SAMRIDDHI migration activities in every
district

2.2.2.

Migrant Partner Organisations and
NBFIs providing a range of social
and economic services to migrants,
returnees and their families in the
district

• 1040 migration-related counsellors and trainers
trained (Migrant Partner Organisations and NBFIs)
• 16 District Task Forces established on Migration
and
Development

2.2.3.

Migrant Association abroad are able
to provide services and link migrants
to partner

• 720 trainers trained (NRNA)
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Component 3 – Institutional Support and Project Management
The objectives of component 3 are: i) promoting a favourable policy and institutional environment to
support the development of RMSEs and the contribution of migrants to sustainable development; and
ii) provide assistance and capacity building support to agencies responsible for project
implementation, so that they can deliver project outcomes and outputs according to plans. Main
strategic thrusts orienting the component are:
i.
Promote RMSEs and migration policy development
ii.
Build the capacities of key institutions that can support RMSE development or the contribution
of migration to sustainable development
Expected outcomes. It is expected that by the end of the project, policies and institutional capacities
required to promote RMSEs development and migrants‟ reintegration and investment are in place.
The key outcome level performance indicators include:
 Key policy bottlenecks affecting the development of RMSEs/the reintegration of migrants‟
returnees are identified and gender-sensitive policy measures to lift them are adopted
 Key institutions involved in the promotion of RMSEs/migrants‟ reintegration in the target
districts and at national level are delivering expected, gender-sensitive services
Sub-component 3.1 – Policy and institutional development
Investment activities in this sub-component include:
3.1.1 Policy development
3.1.2 Capacity building of institutions involved in project implementation or advocating for RMSEs
and migrants
Major Outputs
3.1.1. Pro-poor policy instruments solving
key
bottlenecks
affecting
the
development of RMSEs developed
in
conjunction
with
sector
stakeholders enforced

Key Performance Indicators
• At least 3 pro-poor policies or other policy instruments
approved
• At least 10 policy positions/lobbying instruments
produced
and
60
policy
consultations
held
• Multi-Stakeholder Platform on Migration and
Development
created
and
operational

3.1.2.

• At least 30 of such organisations trained

Institutions involved in project
implementation or advocating for
RMSEs and migrants capacitated

Sub-component 3.2 – Project Management
This sub-component includes activities on project management, including but not limited to planning,
coordination, monitoring and reporting, elaborated in the next chapter.
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Part III. Project Management
3.1Organization and Management
The RERP Samriddhi, is the result of the agreement between GON and IFAD. GoN has authorised
the MOI as the implementing body of the project. So the overall responsibility of implementing the
project is with the MOI.
As the project is based on the assumption that the RMSE need a host of support and services for
making them capable of generating more economic activities, inreasing family incomes and creating
employment opportunities. In order to avail the support and services to the RSMEs on a sustainable
basis, we need to develop structures and mechanisms of providing services on a commercial basis,
So the projects aims at not merely providing support and services to the RSMEs, but creating
institutions and mechanisms that will continue operate after the project completion. So the The
project is designed as a temporary intervention to prepare the private and public stakehders to take
over the responsibiity. The objective is also to develop service providers who will contunue to support
the RSMEs in a financially sustainable manner (emerge as a sustainable business by themselves).
The RERP Samriddhi is being implemented on a public privite partnership basis. Public
wherebythegovernmentretainsoverallimplementationresponsibilityandsupports the private sector
players in providing the business development and financial services for creation as well as
expansion of the RSMEs and maximising the developmental impact of the migrant's remittances. The
idea is to develop the capacity of the service providers to extend demand driven services with the
service receipients willing to pay for the services acquired. So along with the ministry a number of
other organisations are involved in the implementation of the project
The main bodies /organisations/institutions involved in the management/implementation of the project
are as follows:
i)
Ministry of Industry:
The Ministry of Industry(MOI) maintains the overall implementation responsibility. The ministry and its
constituent parts like the Department of Cottage and small Industries b(DCSI) and Cottage and and
Small Industry Board(CSDB) along with their district offices will take active role in implementing the
project. The ministry delegates the day to day project implementation responsibility to the Project
management team headed by a project manager (PM), who is specially deputed from the ministry to
work full time in the management of the project. The ministry will liase with other ministries ans
agencies in implementing the project. The joint Secrtary looking after the Planning and Policy Analysis
Division of the ministry will coordinate and guide the project Implementation.
II) Project Steering Committee:
At the highest level a project steering committee headed by the Secretary of the MOI including
representatives of various government ministries and agenciesisas well as private sector bodies like
FNCCI, FNCSI, NFEMEN is formed. The composition of the current project steering committee is
shown in table below.
S.No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Designation and Organisation
Secretary, Ministry of Industry
Joint Secretary Ministry of Finance
Joint Secretary , Ministry of Agriculture Development
Joint Secretary, Ministry of Commerce
Joint Secretary, Ministry of Education
Joint Secretary, Ministry of Forest and Soil Conservation
Joint Secretary, Ministry of Labour and Employment
Joint Secretary, National planning Commission
Director General, Department of Cottage and Small
Industries
Executive Drector, Cottage and Small Industries Board
Representative, Nepal Rastra Bank
Representative federation of Nepalese Chambers of
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Position in PSC
Chairman
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
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18
19
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commerce and Industry
Representative federation of Cottage and Small Industry
Representatives, National Micro EnnterpriseFederation
of Nepal
Representative FNCCIAgro Enterprise Ccentre
RepresentativeNational
Association
of
Financial
Institutions
Representative, Development partner
Representative National Association of Financial
Instittutions and Cooperatives
Representative Non Resident Nepali Association
Project manager Samriddhi

Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member edratary

The MOI can include other members to the PSC. Besides experts and representatives of bodies and
may be invited to PSC as and when deemed necessary. The Project Manager (PM) is the member
secretary of the PSC. The PM maintains the records of the PSC meetings and proposes the agenda
of the PSC meeting which is then approved by the chair.
The project Steering committee maintains the overall oversight ensuring the alignment of the project
activities with the national plan policies and priorities.The PSC is a venue whereby the learnings and
good practices of the project can be take to other relevant bodies of the government, private sector
and other stakeholders, the learnings from project implementation will have to be taken to PSC for
deliberation.Apart from providing the overall guidance in implementing the project also approves the
policy, procedures, rules governing the operation of the project. It also approves the , annual workplan
and budget, Progress report, Financial reports and makes other policy decisions. The PSC
Iii) Project Management Office:
For helping the MOI in running the day to day operations of the Project activities and coordinating with
the different stakeholders and partners, a Progect Management Office is created. Working under the
Ministry and Resonsible to the the ministry and the Project Steering committee the PMO is
responsible for (i) providing strategic guidance to ensure that all project implementation partners
develop activities along a common, coherent approach in line with the Project Design Report; (ii)
ensuring the financial and administrative management of project resources in line with the Loan
Agreement and IFAD rules; (iii) planning project activities in consultation with project stakeholders; (iv)
procuring project-related services and supplies; (iv) coordinating project activities with the various
projectpartners; (v) securing M&E and KM in relation to all activities; and (vi) promoting inclusive
approaches and the mainstreaming of targeting and gender requirements in all of the project
activities. The PMO will be headed by a Project Manager, deputed from the GOI on a full time basis.
The main Project management Office will be based in Itahari Sunsari, and will include the two
Corridor Teams to be based one in Itahari (district of Sunsari) covering the Koshi/Sagarmatha
corridors, and the other in Bardibas (district of Mahottari) covering the Janakpur corridor. The corridor
teams are the part of ther PMO. Besides there will be a Country Program Implementation Support
Unit (CPISU) based in Kathmandu. This unit too will also form the Part of the PMO
The PMO will comprise of the personnel specially deputed from the GON as well as those recruited
especially for project purposes. The initial composition of the project management team will be as per
the following table:
PMO HQ

Corridor Office

S.N

Post

Number

1

Project Manager from GON)

1

2

Project Facilitator

1

3

Accounts
GON)

Officer

(

from

S.
No.

Post

Number

1

Corridor Coordinator

2

2

Account
GON)

2

1

18

Officer(from
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4

Business
Specialist

Development

Rural Finance Specialist

6

Migration Specialist

7

Financial
Specialist

Inclusion

8

Financial
Officer

Management

9

Planning, Monitoring
Evaluation Specialist
Knowledge
Specialist

2

Migration Officer

2

3

PM&E officer

2

4

Finance
and
Administrative Officer

2

5

Office Support /Runner

2

6.

B2B officer
(from AEC)

2

6

M&E officer (from AEC)

2

Total

16

1

5

10
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1
1
1
1

and
1

Management

11

GESI Specialist

12

Data Management Officer

13

Procurement Officer

14

Administrative Officer

1
1
1
1
1

15

Liaison
Officer(for
Kathmandu office)

1

16

Receptionist cum Secretary

1

17

Administrative
Assistant
(from GON)
Drivers (from GON)

18
19

20

Office support/Runner
(from GON)including 1 for
Kathmandu office
AEC Manager (from AEC)

1
2
3
1

Total

23
Note the number of support staff and specialist may be changed as per the need of the
project with approval from the MOI and no objection from IFAD. The short term technical
assistance personnel may be hired as required
The Project Steering Committee in consultation with IFAD may decide change the composition of the
project positions on the basis of the project implementation experience, changing context of Nepal
and the findings of the Joint Review Missions.
The specific responsibilities of the PMO are:
a. Ensure that the Project design is applied through the implementation of all activities
b. Coordinate the programming of planned activities under the Project
c. Assume the inter-project coordination with the ongoing IFAD-assisted projects
d. Prepare and consolidate AWPBs, and submit them to the relevant agency through the Ministry
and acquire the necessary approvals
e. Coordinate the timely and proper implementation of approved AWPBs by each of the
implementing line agencies
f. Consolidate Project-related budgets, statements of expenditure and progress reports
g. Ensure timely project M&E and progress reporting
h. Prepare withdrawal applications
i. Ensure the undertaking of the annual auditing of the Project
j. Other mandates and tasks that the GoN and IFAD have agreed to and assigned.
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Business membership organisations BMOs :

The business member organisations namely FNCCI, FNCSI and NMEFEN are quite important to
implement the project. Apart from providing the intellectual and corordination input to the project
implementation, these orgainasations are supposed to internalise the BDS services to be delivered to
the RMSEs and continue with the services even after the phasing out of the project. These
organisations especially the FNCCI and its affiliate organisations in the project district(DCCIs) will
take up the job of the ESC, the key element/institution in getting the services to the benficiaries. It is
assumed that the DCCI will take increasing share of the management cost of the ESC in course of the
project implementation and take the total burden after the
project. In order to make the services provision attractive to the DCCis it is assumed that much of the
services to be rendered to the beneficiaries will be self sustaining or in other words raise service fees
from entrepreneurs who receive(benefit from ) the services The DCCI chair along with the chiefs of
the DCSI and CSIDB in the project districts will cochair the ESC management team in the districts
V)
FNCCI/AEC:
The Agro enterprise centre , the technical arm of the FNCCi is envisaged as a key implementation
partner of the Project. The RERP Samriddhi will enter into an MOU with the AEC for creating and
managing the Enterprise Service Centre (ESC), the focal point of providing Business support Services
to the RSMEs in the project districts. The AEC will coordinate with the DCCIs and the district offices of
the DCSI and CSIDB in housing the ESC in appropriate place. Furthermore the AEC will depute two
staffs(financed through project resources) each to the corridor team. One of the AEC deputed staff
will be B2blinkage expert. The other person will be from the M&E area. The idea is also to develop the
AEC capability in M&E and B2B linkages within its organisational structure itself. This in the longer
run is expected to help FNCCI /AEC to expand its services in the business promotion and enterprise
development in other parts of the country too.
VI.)
Enterprise Service Centre .
One of the key element oft of the RERP Samriddhi is the creation of viable ESCs in the districts.The
ESCs will be the focal point in delivery of business support services to the local RSMEs. The ESC
will be an example of partnership between the government and the private Sector. Jointly headed by
the representative of the government (Head of the district office of the DCSI or CSIDB) and the local
DCCI, The ESC will be developed as part of the District level BMOs(DCCI) with involvement of the
government agency(DCSI and CSIDB) as well as other BMOs like distrtict chapters or branches of
FNCSI and NMEFEN.In order to make the ESC sustainable in the long run, it is envisaged that it will
run it operation with a skeleton structure and employ the services of other service providers
The Staffing of the ESC will be as per the following table :
Enterprise Services Centre Staff
1

ESC Coordinator

1

2

Micro Enterprise development officer(financed by GON)

1

3

Migration Officer

1

4

Admin/Finance Assistant

1

5

Office support

1

Total

5

The ESC organisation is to be replicated in all 16 project districts
The AEC (also included the district level BMOs or DCCIs will incraringly share the financial burden of
running the EEC. The project management team with the central level of the AEC FNCCI will help
develop a strategic plan of the ESC to ensure their sustainability. In the longer run it is assumed that
the ESC will be self sustaining generating enough resources from their services..
(VII)
Technical partners:
The project has identified two technical partnersto assist the PMTin implementing the project.
Helvetas, A swiss based INGO has been running successful training programs in providing the
unemployed youth of the country employabale skills through vocational training and placement
services. The project will use the services of helvetas in the skill development and employment field.
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The Helvetas will work as servie provider to the project in the are of vocational training, placement
services and apprenticeship. Building on the expertise they have devoloped in this area. The PMT will
enter into a broader MOU and annual service contracts with Helvetas in implementing the activities
contained in project component 1.3.
The PROCASUR(Rout Asia,an IFAD funded regional grant project promoting peer to peer learning
processes will be involved in implementing the the learning route methodology to support the
knowledge management with the DCCIs.
IX)
NRNA, Migrants Organisations and Migrantion Information Centres:
In order to mobilise the remmittance resources, the project will work closely with the organisations of
the returnee migrants. The project will work with the existing Migrants information centres created
through Safer Migration program. In districts where there are bno such centres, the project will help
develop structures for providing education to potential migrants and encourage them to get into
entrepreneurship.The project will establish a direct link with the NRNA and its country chapters in
providing advance(prior) information to the potential migrants and returning migrants. The idea is to
inculculate the dseed of entrepreneurhip among them before they return to their home towns and
settlements and develop the habit of saving among them.
X)
Financial Institutions:
The project will work with FIs ( Commercial banks, Development banks, Finance companies) in in
developing the policy framework as well as extending the financial support to starting entrepreneurs
as well as those who are planning to expand their businesses. The financial institutions will be used
both in departing the financial lteracy education and making the rural enterprises, Migrants and their
family members use modern financial instruments for starting as well as expanding their businesses
This will involve the the capacity development of the FIs in servicing the RMSEs, encouraging them
to do so, helping them to develop their own procedures for being involved with RSMEs and also also
sharing some risks of the FIs. The involvement of FIs as partners also includes works associated with
helping the migrants to save and invest
XI) Saving and Credit Cooperatives and Micro credit Organisations:
The project will also work with the Saving and loan Cooperatives which havee grown in the past
decades. They have become the most prominent lenders to the Micro and small entrepreneurs. The
project has targeted strenthening og 100d Saving and credit cooperatives.
X) Service providers:
The PMT will use the services of qualified service providers for supplying financial and nonfinancial
services to the beneficieries as well as the project itself. The Project and the ESC will prepare a roster
of qualified service providers and procure services from them based on the procurement rules
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Figure. Organizational Chart
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3.2Planning, Monitoring and Evaluation, and Knowledge Management
There will be an integrated Project Monitoring and Evaluation and Knowledge management system of
the project. The objective of the M&E system will be to guide the project implementation, support the
decision making process and generate and share the valuable knowledge and learning derived from
th project implementation exercise. The project will use the theory of change model as a starting M&E
tool.

3.2.1 Planning of M&E
The M&E system will be set up and managed by the PMO in consultation with the partners and
stakeholders. The Project will have dedicated M&E and KM specialist who will manage the system.
The Mroject may hire a short term consultant to develop a detailed M&E manual based on the
framework provided in the PIM. The job of the consultant will also be to derive common understanding
on the framework and identify qualitative and quantitative indicators on a participatory basis. Building
on the logical framework and the IFAD developed Results and Impact Management System(RIMS).
The consultant will also have to produce a manual and implementation plan including the capacity
enhancement of the project personnel and those of the partners. The MIS of the project should reflect
the M&E framework of the project

3.2.2 Project Planning and AWPB
The Project will follow the GoN, and IFAD AWPB planning processes. The participatory preparation of
AWPB will be started by updating of cost tab which is the integral part of project document. This will
include planning of activities along with the budget for the remaining period of project. Activities will be
further breakdown considering the corridor mapping, migration mapping, district mapping, and
baseline. AWPB of each district will be approved by District Industry Promotion Committee (DIPC) and
forward for approval in DDC.
In brief, the RER planning process will:
 Follow the current GoN rules and regulations, NPC directives and formats, directives of the
leading and line ministries, and the IFAD policies and regulations (including the Project Design
Document and the Financing Agreement)
 Use the studies conducted by projects like corridor mapping, district mapping etc for planning and
implementation of AWPB
 Use GESI strategy as integral part for inclusion
Preparing the AWPB. The Annual Work Plan and Budget (AWPB) is an important management tool
for planning, monitoring and reporting purposes, and a tool for orienting and coordinating the actions
of diverse institutions and stakeholders of the Project. Its process should be completed through
participatory exercise from the village level to avoid top-down planning. In preparing the AWPB the
Project will follow a defined process to allow enough time for consultation of relevant stakeholders at
all levels.
In preparing the AWPB, the Project Management should:
 Be aware of the available budget in order to prioritize identified critical investments.
 Anticipate the following project fiscal year‟s budget to avoid a shortage of fund availability for the
succeeding year.
 Secure and account counterpart matching funds in the AWPB.
 Use the Project Logical Framework as major reference, to create clear linkages between
proposed budget requirements, planned activities, and expected outputs, outcomes and impacts
(annual targets vs. achievements).
 Consider other resource documents, including the detailed project cost table, financing rules as
defined in the financing agreement, annual progress and outcome reports, RIMS indicator
handbook, and the Nepal COSOP.
 Utilise the Mapping to guide the coordination and planning process.
 Include a detailed description of planned Project activities and an updated procurement plan, with
clear definition of the fund source and categories.
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A draft consolidated AWPB for each Fiscal Year will be prepared by the PMO based on district level
plans and AWPBs prepared by each ESC/service provider. In preparing the AWPB, the narrative
presentation should be concise and precise, and spreadsheet tables and schemas should be used to
illustrate targets, achievements, costs and financing. The Project should ensure coordination between
government agencies, IFAD funded projects, and externally financed projects in the RER target area.
An AWPB primarily consists of the following chapters, which first update the past achievements in the
preceding year, then address the projections for the upcoming fiscal year:
1. Introduction, background and summary with projections for the upcoming fiscal year;
2. Summary Project description with implementation arrangements;
3. Summary of physical and financial achievement/progress (N/A for PY1AWPB);
4. Previous AWPB implementation assessment with proposed implementation focus for the
upcoming year;
5. Strategic direction, activities by component and resources plan;
6. Implementation schedule, with the ordering of activities in a logical manner;
7. Implementation support needs, and summary training and technical assistance schedule;
8. Budget and financing plan;
9. Annual Procurement plan, performance and process;
10. Expected benefits and target group outreach;
11. M&E plan.
AWPB Submission Deadline.The PMO will submit a draft consolidated AWPB to IFAD for
comments and approval by the end of March. If there is no comment of IFAD on the draft AWPB
within 30 days after receipt, the AWPB shall be deemed approved. Once approved, the PCU will
submit the AWPB to PSC for final approval by the end of April. GoN through NPC will approve and
publish it in Red Book with governments' planning mechanism. Annual stakeholder review and
planning workshops will be organized for the assessment of annual project progress and for the
support of the AWPB preparation process.
The PMO, Corridor, ESCs and implementing agencies will adopt the AWPBs in the form approved by
GoN and IFAD. The PMO will provide approved copies thereof to IFAD, prior to the commencement of
the relevant Project Year. If necessary, the PCU may propose adjustments in the AWPB with the
approval of the PSC. Such adjustments will be effective upon approval by GoN and IFAD.
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Figure: Project planning processes

Note : Before starting the planning process, budget allocation for each district, budgeting and planning
guideline will be circulated and discussion will be conducted at center, corridor, and district level.
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3.2.3 Project M&E and Reporting
The key functions of the Project M&E will be to support the management in ensuring performanceoriented critical reflection, integrating lessons to maximize impact, and presenting this impact to be
2
accountable. For this, the RER M&E Framework will follow a systematic collection, analysis and
reporting of information at three different levels:
Output. For the measurement of output-level indicators the Project will utilize its own activity
monitoring system and GoN records and/or audits. The output level monitoring will be based on the
3
analysis of Key Performance Indicators The output level monitoring will be based on monitoring the
physical and financial progress as laid out in AWPB as well as component and activity-wise technical
action plans formulated by the PMO.
Outcome. This level of monitoring measures the immediate changes coming about as a result of
programme interventions. Data for outcome monitoring will be collected through Annual Outcome
Surveys (AOS) starting from the third year of the implementation. An AOS may also be carried out on
a thematic basis in order to focus on a specific area of project intervention. Further, for Component 1
outcome indicators, the Project M&E framework will explore the use of innovative models of data
collection and monitoring of HH-level satisfaction and participation, sustainability of ESCs,
sustainability of enterprises (segregation based on gender and ethnicity), job placement by youth, and
status of gainful employment. These will include mobile phone and tablet based monitoring systems,
and the use of diary as piloted by the IFAD supported HVAP. In measuring Component 2 outcomeindicators, the Project will assess if the estimated 35,700 RMSEs (33% owned by women and 30%
owned by Migrants) have access to investment loan, 28,000 migrants/migtants families (25% should
be educated by Migrants Partners) have opened a bank account and deposit part of their income in
account, 112,320 migrants access financial education through Migrants partner Organization, 46,000
access other types of services provided by MP, and 100,800 community members (both migrants and
non migrants) access financial education provided by SCCs and SFCls. In measuring Component 3
outcome indicators, the Project will access if the estimated key policy bottle necaks affecting the
development of RMSEs/the reintegration of migrants‟ returnees are identified and gender sensitive
policy measures to lift them are adopted, key institutions involved in the promotion of
RMSEs/migrants‟ reintegration in the target districts and at ational level are delivering expected,
gender sensitive services.
Impact. At this level, contribution of RER in achieving the overall Project goal and development
objectives will be assessed, measuring changes in the livelihoods of the beneficiaries that relate to
the implemented project activities. The impact evaluation will also attempt to reveal the efficiency,
effectiveness, relevance, sustainability and targeting performance of project activities as well as
consider replicability, lessons learned, and knowledge up-take. These evaluations will focus on the
outcome and impact level indicators of the Project (RIMS 2nd level, RIMS 3rd level, COSOP
indicators), and data will be collected through periodic surveys of RIMS and baselines three times for
the Project: namely at beginning, mid-term and completion. Further, the project will explore available
applications to estimate project impact on creating viable rural micro, small and medium enterprises
(RMSEs), both in farming and off-farming sectors; provide sustainable sources of income to rural poor
households, migrants, families and returnees.

3.2.4 M&E Framework and Strategy
With the output, outcome and impact level indicators aligned according to the Project components
and activities, the Project will establish a comprehensive M&E Framework and Strategy to guide the
Project monitoring, evaluations and reporting system. This system will be in line with the GoN
requirements, IFAD COSOP, IFAD Results and Impact Management System (RIMS), the Project

2

The IFAD Guide for Project M&E is to be referred to while developing the Project M&E Framework:
http://www.ifad.org/evaluation/guide/index.htm. The Project shall also refer to the National M&E Guidelines by NPC.
3
Key performance Indicators will be defined and will include (Overall budget expenditure, Planned Vs Actual
activities, satisfaction of beneficiaries, Job placement and retain of jobs by beneficiaries, Employee Performance
Indicator). This can be modified during startup of project.
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Logical Framework, and will be responsive to Project management needs. The ASHA M&E
Framework and Strategy will include:

The Logical Framework. The Project M&E framework will be designed to measure project
indicators specified in the Logical Framework; to track and verify the levels of achievement of project
outputs, the associated outcomes, and the success in achieving the project objective and its
development goal (impact). These levels are all causally connected as set out in the project Logical
Framework. The agreed measures of output/outcome/impact will form the framework for progress
reporting by service providers, ESCs, corridor and PMO to the PSC and IFAD.

Disaggregated HH data and indicators. Special attention will be given to the effectiveness
of targeting of the beneficiaries, with project data at HH level disaggregated by well-being, and GESI
criteria where applicable, including the gender, caste and ethnicity of the HH head.

RIMS. As per IFAD‟s guidelines, the RER PMO will prepare and report on the 3 levels of
RIMS indicators, corresponding to the output, outcome and impact levels. The first level RIMS
indicators correspond to the project activities and outputs, derived from the logical framework,
measuring the quantitative financial and physical progress. After mid-term, the Project will begin
reporting on the RIMS second level indicators that correspond to project outcomes, assessing the
effectiveness and sustainability of the Project interventions in a more qualitative manner. Various
tools, including case studies, questionnaire surveys, focus group discussions, and others, can be
used to measure and report on these outcome indicators. Finally, the third-level RIMS indicators
assess the impact, measuring the combined effects of the first and second level results, and refer to
the goal and objective levels of the Project log-frame.

SIMES. The Project will make use of the Standard IFAD Monitoring and Evaluation Sheet
(SIMES) to consolidate, store and analyse data collected from different indicators (RIMS, COSOP,
Logical Framework). This standardized MS-Excel spreadsheet will be an integral part of the M&E
framework, outlining activity wise cumulative physical and financial progress of the Project, and
thereby, retaining the Project‟s institutional memory in the event of unforeseen Human Resource
changes.

M&E Matrix. A Project M&E Matrix will be used to specify the Project data and information
needs against each indicators, sources for data, frequency and methods of data collection, monitoring
and reporting responsibilities as well as further use of and dissemination of data and information
gained. M&E Matrix will also incorporate the baseline data.

Participatory M&E. To a large extent, the RER M&E Framework will be participatory,
involving the supported beneficiaries in the monitoring of Project activities. State of benefits and
participation assessments at the levels of enterprise, households and individual beneficiary will be
undertaken through a grassroots recording and reporting mechanisms.
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Figure: M&E System
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3.2.5 Innovations and Technologies in M&E
The following innovations will be explored while developing the RER M&E Framework and Strategy in
order to strengthen the technical quality of the framework, and to empower the communities by
increasing their participation in the framework:
Smart-phone and tablet based monitoring system. The use of mobile phone and tablet in M&E will
focus mainly on monitoring of output-level indicators and will be designed to encourage participation
of beneficiary households, groups and cooperatives. Mobile-monitoring at HH/enterprise/cooperative
level should aim at data-accuracy, real-time reporting, recording and monitoring of the different
4
trainings and field activities .
The Project will explore existing examples and applications on a mobile phone or tablet monitoring
software. Monitoring applications should align with the project corridor-approach, namely to build
linkages and understanding between multiple Enterprise present in a single corridor. As the Project
matures, the mobile monitoring system could be designed to send geo-referenced data to a webdatabase that would automatically process and aggregate the summary data for project use, including
maps and statistical assessments. Examples of such systems are AKVO FLOW and Development
Check, both tools to monitor and evaluate development aid initiatives. The project will explore
adapting such technologies that are proven and already in use in Nepal.
Various Project outputs and outcomes can be measured through mobile applications. At the service
provider‟s level, the measurement of output-level indicators should build on lessons learned by the
IFAD Country Project in Nepal, namely HVAP. The performance of training activities can also be
monitored through pre and post training knowledge tests, followed by another test 6-12 months after
the training to determine knowledge retention and adoption. As it will not be possible to monitor all
training events at this level, random competency monitoring can be applied to training events across
the project life. For facilitating M&E at various levels, the Project will provide electronic tablets to the
Service Providers.

4

Resource. FAO 2011. Study on potential of mobile phones in investment and development projects
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SMS. While more complex mobile monitoring applications developed are based on android smartphones and tablets, some simpler surveys and polling of information can also be conducted through
5
basic SMS-functions. Further, in adapting the monitoring system, SMS-services should be
maximized, innovated and extended further to provide people with valuable information migration,
enterprise development, access to finance, etc, and meeting and training notifications. Taking into
consideration the power and connectivity (both internet and mobile network) in Nepal, however, the
feasibility of such a system should be studied within the M&E framework.
Entrepreneurs Diary. Activity diaries have helped in improving the accuracy and reliability of M&E
data by having beneficiaries themselves recording data when still fresh in their minds. Piloted within
HVAP, diaries have two major objectives of: i) providing beneficiary an improved understanding of
their activities and business through basic record keeping on expenses and profits; and ii) improved
data collection of beneficiary activities for M&E, KM, and impact assessment. However, basic literacy
in reading and writing numbers remains a major challenge. Therefore, adopting the best practices
within HVAP, RER will explore the use of Diary as an alternative or complementary to mobile phone
and tablet based monitoring, and innovate further to address the challenges identified.
G-MIS. Geographical Information System based Management Information System (G-MIS) will form
an integral part of the M&E framework. The Project will establish a G-MIS to provide a comprehensive
system for record keeping, data collection and entry, analysis and exchange, with the main purpose of
informing management decisions on project related matters and allowing quick management
responses. Based on the M&E Matrix, the G-MIS will also form the basis of project progress reporting,
where the quantitative measures of progress are to be supplemented with qualitative information and
analysis of the project communities and proceedings. The G-MIS will be enabled through mobile
phones and tablets for data entry at the field level, to support data-accuracy, real-time reporting,
6
recording, monitoring, geo-referencing of individual HHs , and to enhance the RIMS baseline, midterm and completion surveys. Further, the project will establish GIS systems and databases within
both MoI, which will be connected to the overall RER GIS Database to promote GIS use for
monitoring as well as planning at the ministry level.
Figure: MIS system of RER

5

Examples of projects using SMS monitoring include FAO Conservation Agriculture Project; RAIN & HELVETAS: Building
resilience and adaptation to climate extremes and disasters (BRACED) &WASH Alliance programme in Nepal. Examples of
applications include AKVO Flow: http://akvo.org/products/akvoflow/; AKVO RSR: http://akvo.org/products/rsr/;
https://esoko.com/
6
In developing the G-MIS, the Project will draw on lessons learned from the IFAD Country Programme in Nepal, particularly
from HVAP’s experience in developing its MIS.
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Project MIS will be the major part of the MIS system which will be first developed system. It will
incorporate various modules they will be pre feasibility, development, implementation and post
implementation module. These modules will store all the information. All information collected during
the activities will be saved in the system using geo referencing system. Based on the success of the
Project MIS project will further develop the complete system. It can also be design totally at same
time. Project should hire the expert for requirement analysis of the project before designing the ToR
for the MIS system.
Figure: Modules of MIS

3.2.6 Impact Evaluation: Baseline, Mid-term and Completion Survey
For measuring changes in the livelihoods of the beneficiaries that relate to the implemented project
activities, and to assess the effectiveness and sustainability of project activities, the Project will
conduct surveys at three phases of the project:
Baseline Survey. The Baseline Survey will be carried out at project start-up in line with IFAD‟s
Results and Impact Management System (RIMS) reporting requirements. The Baseline Survey will
use the standard RIMS questionnaire form to collect key beneficiary data including household assets
and base data used to establish the prevalence of child malnutrition in participating households, with
a few added questions to reflect project-specific impact data particularly concerning migration,
7
remittance and enterprise. Relevant GESI indicators will also be incorporated. The participating
7

The relevance and incorporation of IFAD gender questionnaire (a pilot, complementary to RIMS impact survey) is to be
explored upon the Baseline Survey.
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households will be randomly selected from the 16 districts. The data will be integrated and presented
also in the Project GIS/MIS. The baseline survey will add a third layer to RIMS surveys in order to
include households outside the project area, which noticeably would not be influenced by the project,
but could be influenced by other factors. The baseline survey should be completed within 3 months
and may be carried out by a service provider.
Mid-Term & Completion Surveys. The Project impact will be measured against the baseline data
through mid-term and completion surveys, which will be carried out just before the MTR and towards
the end of the project, timed so that that their results will be available for the MTR and PCR. These
follow-on surveys will be carried out in the same manner as the Baseline Survey. Ideally they will visit
the same households so that developments in the course of project participation can be measured,
and household members who have left the project area as a result of finding employment elsewhere
will be captured as well.
Progress Reporting
Regular and periodic reports will be generated by PMO, Corridor, ESC and service providers, to
document achievements as well as challenges, and to habitually review the goal, objectives, status of
the projects at various stages.
Monthly, Trimester and Annual Progress Reporting. Progress reviews provide a platform for
analyzing implications of the results/outputs achieved in the previous years with respect to outcome
and overall goal, and will be used to guide the AWPB process. The PMO, together with Corridor and
ESC, will be responsible for the preparation of progress reports for submission to the GoN and IFAD.
The PMO, Corridor and ESC will provide monthly, trimester, annual and other reports as per the
guidelines and specified formats of the GoN. In addition, the Project will report on the trimester
progress and consolidated annual progress, consistent with IFAD's project performance reporting
system.
IFAD RIMS and SIMES Reporting. To complement the Annual Progress Reports for IFAD, the
Project will develop and maintain a consolidated SIMES excel spreadsheets (this can be developed
as the one component of Project MIS) with activity wise physical and financial progress will for
submission to IFAD. The SIMES will include reporting on the RIMS, COSOP, Logical Framework
indicators. The ESC will submit SIMES reports to the Corridor, Corridor will submit to PMO and the
PMO will compile and submit the consolidated report to IFAD within one month from the end of
reporting period.
Reporting by implementing stakeholders/agencies. To support timely reporting by the PMO,
Corridor and ESCs, the service providers and implementing agencies will be required to provide their
progress reports in a timely and accurate manner. Submission of progress reports to
PMO/Corridor/ESCs by service providers may be used as a condition for release of funds for the
ensuing period.
Roles & Responsibilities. The overall responsibility for M&E and Reporting will be vested in the
Project Facilitator and PM&E Specialist in the PMO, and linked to the Corridor and District focal
persons. However, it is important to note that all staff should be involved in monitoring the project
progress in their own respective areas of expertise and responsibility. The M&E Framework and
Strategy will further define M&E roles and reporting responsibilities as well as timelines for reporting
for each implementing project stakeholder at each level of Project implementation (inter alia,
household, community group/cooperative, SM, service provider, ESC, Corridor and line-agencies,
PMO, GoN, IFAD) in line with the project reporting requirements.
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SECOND
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THIRD
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J
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DEADLINE
Within 3 days of end
of trimester
Within 3 days of end
of trimester
Within 3 days of end
of trimester
Within 7 days of end
of month
Within 7 days of end
of trimester
Within 30 days of
end of trimester
Within 60 days after
end of FY
Within 60 days after
end of FY
Within 3 months
after end of FY
Within 6 months
after end of FY

ESCs to Corridor
Corridor to PMO
Monthly Progress
PMO
toGoN

|
M

Annual/Trim.

PMO Trimester to IFAD
PMO Annual to IFAD
IFAD RIMS & SIMES
Unaudited Financial St.
Audited Financial St.

3.2.7 Knowledge Management and Learning
Knowledge management (KM) can be a valuable tool for the Project Management to drive continued
evaluation of project implementation for the identification of innovations and lessons for improved
performance and timely target achievement. Through M&E activities, large amount of quantitative and
qualitative information is collected and analyzed. However, KM is only complete when the identified
best practices and lessons are integrated into management and implementation processes.
Figure: KM System

Knowledge Management and Learning Strategy.
The Project will develop a KM and Learning Strategy, closely linked to the Project M&E System, to
facilitate the processes by which knowledge is created, shared and applied effectively for improved
performance and sustainability. The Project will systematically document best practices and cases of
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success/failure for sharing with all relevant end-users, within the Project and beyond. The M&E and
KM Specialists will collect all relevant information to document lessons learnt, including information
from: progress reports, meetings and interviews, monitoring and evaluation reports, outputs evidence
provided by targeted groups, market and value chain entities and other involved parties.
Further, this strategy will apply the generated knowledge for both internal use (improvement of project
performance through critical reflection, identification of problems, solutions, corrective actions and
approaches) as well as external use (communication of knowledge to stakeholders and wider
audience). Effective implementation of this strategy will be the responsibility of all project staff and
stakeholders with facilitation by the PM&E and KM Specialists.
For effective learning and KM, the project will differentiate between two approaches:
 Action-based learning and KM that takes place within and during the project to facilitate project
performance and management by immediate responses and corrective actions
 Learning and KM for informed GoN and IFAD decision making and policy dialogue
Key elements of the Project‟s knowledge management and learning strategy include the following:
 Establishment of the M&E System to provide information and analysis on progress achieved
against Logical framework, RIMS, and AWPB
 Routine conduct of planning, review and M&E workshops at various levels for effective capturing
and consolidation of challenges and lessons learned
 Participatory M&E by beneficiary groups and representatives, including evaluation of the targeting
performance and reviewing the wealth ranking
 Annual, targeted outcome assessment surveys and associated evaluation workshops
 Establishment of Communities of Practice within IFAD Nepal Portfolio and between stakeholders,
and the use of existing Platform for Migration and Development for disseminating knowledge.
 Regular production and communication of knowledge products on good practices in CC
adaptation, and use of other public media (TV, radio, internet) as a medium for sharing
knowledge, experiences and innovative initiatives, and crowd sourcing comments
 PMO will be responsible for sharing experiences and lessons learnt and to promote the approach
publicly and through online exchange platforms (including IFAD Asia, facebook page IFADAsia).
Cooperating technical line agencies, NGOs, private sector, research institutes will be encouraged
for sharing lessons learnt in the field of migration, remittances, enterprise development,
employment generation, poverty alleviation, gender mainstreaming in their nationwide network.
 In addition, RER will participate actively in international and regional knowledge networking
activities on enterprise development, migration, employment generation, poverty alleviation and
rural development relevant to the Project.
Figure: Flow of information

PMO Level
Dissemination of
information through
channel like LR and
other print media

Corridor Level
Anlysis of change

Development of cases

Information collection
on pattern of change

Field Level
Implemenation

Information feeding

Knowledge Dissemination
Knowledge sharing is a continuous process and an integral part of the project management work. The
Project will implement a dynamic programme for information sharing, involving stakeholders at all
levels of the Project.

3.2.8 Supervision and Implementation Support Missions
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Joint Reviews and Implementation support missions: Annual joint review missions will be
undertaken to assess overall performance and progress in achieving objectives, identify gaps and
provide implementation support and guidance.
Annual Supervision. Annual Supervision Support Missions will be jointly organized in cooperation by
IFAD and GoN and other project partners. Annual follow-up outcome assessment missions will be
organized jointly when and where needed. Missions will also include a consultation and review of
SahaYatri.
Mid Term Review (MTR):In addition to the annual missions, a joint IFAD-GoN MTR will be
undertaken in PY3. The „forward looking review‟ will assess target group perceptions of project
impacts and benefits, especially poor and vulnerable households, and the adequacy of targeting
mechanisms. The Joint Review will re-visit the project logic, objectives, assumptions and risks, and
suggest needed adjustments to project strategies, approaches and methods. Institutional
arrangements, including for M&E and Learning, and partnership processes will be reviewed.
Project Completion Review: This will be carried out in Project Year 6 by an independent team and
will focus on documenting achievement of component outputs and outcomes, and progression
towards realisation of the Project Goal. The relevance, effectiveness, efficiency and sustainability of
interventions will be reviewed, building on findings of the Joint Reviews. The issues of scaling-up,
replicability and sustainability of development results will be analysed. The evaluation will distil
lessons to guide future project design and implementation.
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3.3Administrative Procedures
3.3.1Human Resource management
For effective operation and implementation of the Project a Project Management Office (PMO) will be
set up. The Project Management Office will comprise of officials deputed by the the government ( e.g
Project Manager, personnel deputed by project partners. and personnel specially contracted by the
project.: The project management Team will support the MOI in implementing the project and
executing the project Activities. The Project management Team will comprise of the following
positions/persons. These include the officials and staff
PMT office

Corridor Office

S.
No.
1

Post

Number

Project Manager from GON)

1

2

Project Facilitator

3

Accounts Officer ( from GON)

4
5

Business
Development
Specialist
Rural Finance Specialist

6

Migration Specialist

7

Financial Inclusion Specialist

1

8
9

FinancialManagement Officer
Planning,
Monitoring
and
Evaluation Specialist

1

Knowledge
Specialist

11

GESI Specialist

12

Data Management Officer

13

Procurement Officer

14

Administrative Officer

15

Liaison Officer(for Kathmandu
office)
Receptionist cum Secretary

17
18
19

20

Management

Number

1

1

Corridor Coordinator

2

1

2

Account Officer(from GON)

2

3

Migration Officer

2

4

PM&E officer

2

5

2

6

Finance and Administrative
Officer
Office Support /Runner

7
8

B2B officer(from AEC)
M&E officer (from AEC)

2
2

Total

16

1
1

1

Enterprise Services Centre Staff

1
1
1

for

2

1

1

Administrative Assistant (from
GON)
Drivers (from GON)
Office support/Runner
(from GON)including 1
Kathmandu office
AEC Manager (from AEC)

Post

1

10

16

S.
No.

1
1
1
2

1

ESC Coordinator

16

2

16

3

Micro Enterprise development
officer
Migration Officer

4

Admin/Finance Assistant

16

Total office support

16

Total

80

16

3
1

Total

23
Note: the number of support staff and specialist may be changes as per the need of the project with
approval from the ministry and no objection from IFAD. The short term technical assistance personnel
may be hired as required . The project may find that some existing postions are not required and some
new positions need to be fulfilled. In such case, the old positions will be removed and new positions will
be created with no objection from IFAD by the decision of the PSC.
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These are positions which are meant for the entire project period. The project may also hire for a
shorter period for specific job In Case of short term experts, the hiring will be governed by contract
and the project will follow a service procurement rule rather than hiring rules. The Project personnel
seconded by the government will have to abide by the civil Service rules and Regulation.
Guidelines on Personnel:
The project has develop a separate set of documents known as "Guidelines on Personnel' (GOP).
This Document will include, the nomenclature of various personnel positions, Minimum qualification
and experience and competencies for filling up of those positions, Job description of those positions,
Performance Indicators of the positions, the procedure to be followed for Recruitment (recruitment
Procedure, content of the job contract and the Salary and other benefits for each position. The GOP
will be considered part of this PIM.
Job description:
The job description of various positions mentioned above has been developed. They may be
amended as per the need of the project. The job descriptions of all will be contained in Guidelines on
Personnel. The Project may amend the Job description as per changing requirement of the project,
The process of finalization of the job description will be as follows, The Project manager with support
of the concerned project personnel develops the job description. The PM then forwards the same to
IFAD for no objection. After No objection from IFAD the job description will be put to PSC for
Consideration After approval from PSC the new job description will be included in the GOP. The same
procedure will be applied for change in the job description of the existing positions.
Performance Indicators: Each job position will have its own performance indicators and
performance targets. Apart from the targets of the entire project period, there will be annual targets to
be decided every year before the annual renewal of the job contract.. A Person who is unable to meet
the annual performance target may not be offered renewal of the job contract. .
Recruitment:
The project is an equal opportunity employer. It does not discriminate against any person on the basis
of gender, caste or community But this will not prohibit the project from providing preferences to
persons who are underprivileged (deprived segment like women, Dalit, Muslim. Madhesi, from
indegeneous/ ethnic communities, disabled or differently abled persons). Once a position has been
identified as necessary to implement the project, or falls vacant due to some reasons, the project will
follow an open, transparent and competitive process for filling up of the position. This includes
vacancy announcement and call for application to the position,shortlisting based on the cvs and
testimonials, written test and presentation by short listed candidates, Interview and negotiation. The
project may use the services of a recruitment Agency for call of application, short listing, written test
and presentation. In case the project does not find a suitable candidate willing to undergo the
rigorous process of recruitment as provided in the GOP, the project with approval from IFAD and PSC
may opt for direct negotiation with the concerned individual (headhunting).
Job contract:
Those who have been selected through the recruitment process will be offered a job contract which
will include the following: (i) Job description,( ii) salary and other benefits , (iii) Performance targets
and Indicators (III) code of ethics to be abided by the project Personnel, (iv) Leave and other
entitlements to be provided to the employees,. performance indicators and the service rules of the
position. Note: the Personnel who are seconded from the government will get benefits as applicable
under the civil Service Rules and norms
The job contract will initially be for a 6 month probation period. The project may terminate the contract
with the person concerned if it finds that the persons' performance is not found satisfactory any time
during the probation period with a 15 day notice. The contract will be renewable on an annual basis
subject to satisfactory performance and the project deciding on continuing with the position. The
sample contract document is in the annex.
Salary and benefits:
The salary and allowances for the specialists and other technical positions will be as as per the rate
given in the GOP. This is based on the scale provided by other IFAD funded ongoing operations in
the country, existing market rate and the provision made in the Project Design Report under costing.
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The Project Personnel will get 12 months of salary in a year. The salary for the period of work done
will be paid on the first week of next Nepali colander month. If a person has performed less than a
month of work(except public holidays and officially sanctioned paid leave l), the salary will be
calculated on the basis of Monthly Salary divided by 30 days(Salary per day) multiplied by the number
of days of work performed.
For travel in connection of the project work, Transportation and daily subsistence allowance will be
provided as applicable to the Class IIGazetted Officer of the Government of Nepal. All the contracted
positions will be provided with annual increments equivalent to one day salary upon renewal of
contract. This increment will be applicable only after serving the Project for 12 months.No other
monetary benefits will be provided to the Project personnel. The project personnel will not be eligible
to receive remuneration or allowance for any work performed for the project
Leave:
The project Personnel will get all the weekly holiday(Saturday) and public holidays applicable to the
government employees. In addition the personnel All contracted positions mentioned above will be
provided 18 days of home leave (or one day for every 20 days worked) and 12 days of sickness leave
per annum. The home leave will not be carried forward or accumulated. The sickness leave if not
taken will be carried forward or accumulated over the project period. A person who works up to the
end of Project period(till the closure of the Project) will get monetary compensation for the the
accumulated sickness leave. A person whose service contract is not renewed or who resigns from the
project before its closure will not be eligible for such compensation. In addition, contracted personnel
will also be provided with Mourning Leave – 15 days, on the death of the parents and lady personnel
Maternity Leave of 2 months up to 2 times in case of them giving birth to a child.
For using the leave entitlement personnel will have to obtain pre approval by filling up the leave
request form or by writing an application specifying the type of leave, duration of the leave and the
dates of the leave. The PM will have the right to reject leave application of the project personnel. In
case of Sickness where pre approval could not be taken, the subsequent approval of sick leave may
be obtained on submission of a certificate of a doctor or evidence of hospitalization and hospital care.
For leave of more than 3 days duration written prior approval from the PM or a person authorised by
the PM to sanction such leave will be compulsory
Insurance:
All the contracted staff members will have to buy their own life insurance cover including accidental
coverage. The project will reimburse 50 % of the monthly premium or NP Rupees 300 per month
(whichever is lower) for the period the staff member will be working in the project, upon submission of
copy of insurance policy and receipts.
Code of conduct:
The project will have a code of conduct and code of business ethics for its employees, service
providers and partners. The code of conduct for the project personnel will be finalized at the time of
Project Start up workshop. The code of conduct will include the ethical and behavioural aspects of
conduct of the project personnel. Similarly, code of business ethics will cover working modality in
partnership with RER/Samriddhi. Every person who is contracted by the project as employee or as
service provider to the project as well as the employees of the project partners/service providers who
work for the project will have to sign in the code of conduct and code of business ethics and
compulsorily abide by it. Non compliance of the code of conduct will lead to the immediate severance
of contract and realisation of the dues whatever there may be from the concerned person immediately
Internal Rules for Personnel
The personnel will have to abide by certain rules as given below:
1. Background, Policy brief & purpose
The Rural Enterprises and Remittances Project (RERP) Samriddhi Project is a joint initiative of the
Government of Nepal (GON) and international Fund for Agricultural Development. (IFAD) The project
aims at contributing to the poverty reduction in the country through promotion of rural enterprises and
productive use of the remittances. The purpose of this document is that all employees of this project
adhere to certain common standards in their behavior and dealings associated with the project
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implementation. The project requires the employees to exhibit professionalism, abide by high moral
and ethical standard in their action, and commit themselves to the objectives and goals of the project.
2. Scope
This policy applies to all project employees, partners, service providers and Employees of partners
and service providers who are involved in implementation of the project regardless of their position or
rank.
3. Compliance norms
Project employees are bound by the terms of their contract to adhere to specific guidelines that apply
to all work-related activities. All employees are obliged to know and follow the Employee Code of
Conduct during and after their employment. They should dispose of correspondence or issues
assigned to them within reasonable time. The non compliance of the code of conduct will tantamount
to the breach of contract and may lead to disciplinary actions including the termination of contract
without compensation.
4. Professionalism in operation:
The employees should adhere to the professional norms and professional ethics. They should
perform the task to the best of their knowledge and ability. They should immediately inform the project
management if some decisions or actions are being performed on actions are being taken on the
basis of wrong information
5. Compliance with Law
All employees must abide by the laws of the country especially laws related to corruption control and
ethical practices.
6. Compliance with Project rules
The employees should strictly follow the rules governing their employment including attendance,
leave, travel etc.
7. Workplace Environment
All employees should contribute to the development of cordial and cooperative atmosphere within the
Project. They should treat the superiors, peers and subordinates with utmost respect. They should
refrain from discriminatory behavior or harassment towards other employees. The harassment or
victimization of any employee on the basis of caste, ethnicity, gender, colour, appearance or physical
ability or any other feature will be considered a serious breach of contract. This applies to all aspects
of the project activities including in recruitment, discharge of distribution of work, evaluation process
and disciplinary actions.
8. Protection of Project Property
All employees should treat the Project‟s property, whether material or intangible, with respect and
care. Project equipment must not be misused or mishandled. Employee possessing any f any Project
equipment must ensure they are used properly, maintained timely.
Project facilities and other material should be used economically. The project owned assets and
materials should be use only for project related work.
9. Intellectual Property:
The reports, briefs, designs or any other work of creation will be the property of the Project. The
employees involved in creation such intellectual property will not have the right to claim ownership of
such property. However, the knowledge derived in course of the work can be used by them for
research purposes
10. Corruption
The project has a 'Zero Tolerance to Corruption' policy. The employees are prohibited to show favor
towards any individual, firm, company, or community in the course of performing their work. The
project employees should strictly refrain from accepting bribes, gifts, donations, and recreational
services, offerings from clients, beneficiaries, suppliers, service providers and partners or from
persons/institutions associated with them. They should not accept any lunch, dinner, holiday
package, recreational tours made as a way of gratification for their 'work' or 'favour' accorded to the
concerned individual, firm or institution.
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11. Relationship with Beneficiaries and Stakeholders
All employees should show respect towards the stakeholders and community. They should show
respect to the local values and tradition. They should in no way contribute to the creation of conflict of
the local community with the project
12. Get up and attire during Office hours :
The employees should present themselves at work without any influence of narcotic drug, alcohol or
any other toxic material. They should be properly attired and They should refrain from attending the
office in get ups which is not commiserating with their duty.
13. Conflict of Interest
All employees should avoid any conflict of interest. They Should not participate in any work, meeting
which deals with firms or thing they have financial other interest. They should not lobby on behalf of
any firm or company.
They should immediately report to the Project Manager or their immediate supervisor any where there
is a possibility of conflict of interest or possibility of perception of conflict of interest from others
14. Cooperation with colleagues
All employees should maintain the climate of cooperation and harmony at workplace. They should be
considerate and respectful to the colleagues and respond to them when approached. They should
share information and knowledge with colleagues. And collaborate when needed to achieve project
output and outcome.

15. Dealing with people outside of Project:
The employee should keep a low profile and should not boost of their work or benefits passed on to
beneficiary: Whenever any employ participates in a significant meeting and has a significant
communication with partner, service provide or government agency they should write a substantive
report and submit the same to the PM or the immediate supervisor
16. Transparency and Confidentiality:
The project in itself believes in transparency and openness. The Employee should work in cohesive
and transparent manner. But this does not mean the project personnel should not maintain
confidentiality. The Employee should not disclose any information of confidential nature that they have
access to due to their involvement in the project implementation. This includes confidential
information pertaining to beneficiaries, shall limit or exclude any liability for fraud.
17. Project Meeting and contribution to Project Implementation;
The employees should attend whenever possible the project meetings and give their inputs for
streamlining the project operation
18. Disciplinary Actions
Failure to comply with any part of the Code of Conduct‟s guidelines will result in appropriate
disciplinary action. The person or institution responsible for non compliance will be subject to
repercussions that vary in regards to the severity of the violation. Possible consequences will include
reprimand detraction of benefits for a definite or indefinite time, suspension or termination for more
serious offences. Legal action will be pursued in case of corruption, theft, embezzlement or other
unlawful behavior.

3.3.2 Correspondence
The PM or a person specially authorized for such activity by the PM will only officially correspond with
the outside agencies and individuals. The same applies for entering into contract with outside
agencies and individuals. It will be the obligation of all project personnel to help PM in the official
correspondence of the Project by way of providing the report and preparing the materials for
correspondence. The Ministry of Industry is the superior body of the project and will coordinate with
outside agencies on behalf of the project.
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The project will maintain a register (DARTA KITAB) in Project HQ and in corridor offices where all
incoming mails will be registered and a registration number will be given. Then the incoming mails will
be presented to the project Manager/corridor coordinator or a person assigned by the PM/corridor
Coordinator. This person will segregate the correspondences and forward the same to the
concerned personnel, The person to whom the letter or correspondence will have to take action
deemed necessary and report the same to the superior generally within 3 working days. The
concerned person may take longer time for the action in consultation with and with specific permission
of her/his superior. After action the concerned person should submit the document to the central
filling system
Similar procedure will be applied for outgoing correspondences. A separate register for outgoing
correspondence (CHALANI) will be maintained. A separate number will be given to all communication
going out from the PMO.A copy og the letter and documents attached will be maintained in the central
filing system.
The project emphasizes or relies mostly in electronic communication. And correspondence. Each
person working in the project as project personnel will given an email address pertaining to the
project. For all project correspondence they will have to use that email address. Any
correspondence/information recived in the official email address from another official email address
will be considered as officially received. And necessary action will have to be taken on such
correspondence.
 All electronic communication will have to be electronic and backed up and saved in the Project
server.
 The formal hard copy correspondence will be used for formal procedures with contract like
obligations
 The project will have a central filing system where all incoming and a copy of outgoing
correspondence will be maintained outgoing correspondence will be The project will maintain a
record of the correspondence with outside agencies (both received and sent correspondences).
The project's Administrative Officer will be in charge of the maintaining the record of the project
correspondence

3.3.3. Communication
The project will ensure transparency of its operations and communication of the lessons learnt from
project implementation to the widest possible extent . Modern means of communication especially the
electronic medium will be used. The project has specially created the position of a knowledge
management expert. The idea is to derovr knowledge from the vast amount of information collected
and processed during the course of project implementation. The job of the knowledge Management
Expert is to derive knowledge products from the project management experience and share the
knowledge with other stakeholders and interested parties. The project will use modern communication
methods and social network platforms to the extent possible. It will have its own computer network
connecting the PMO with the corridor team and the ESC as well as the project partners and service
providers The details of the network will be worked out after the appointment of the KM, PM&E
Specialist and the Data management officer. It will be the duty of the data management Officer to
ensure the smooth flow of electronic communication within the project
The emphasis will be on information collection and recording as the project is implemented and
processing of information at the earliest so that the project management and the stakeholders have
real time data
The project will design develop and implement an MIS system with the help of otside professional
group. The MIS system will include the financial MIS(Fund flow and flow of project expenditure and
investments), Technical MIS ( data on project Intervention, Benificiery,s data before project
intervention, project outputs and outcomrs) Knowledge MIS (best practices, issues not envisaged in
design but cropping up in implementation, success stories, failures, lessons learnt) will all be the part
of the RERP MIS. THE MIS will be designed in such a way that the t changes in the project is made
adaptive and dynamic
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Figure. MIS System
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3.3.4 Logistics Management
The project needs to use a lot of logistic services for its effective operation. The Overall responsibility
for Logistics will be with the PM. He may explicitly depute a person working in the PMO to look after
the logistics. It will be a duty of that person that the Project personnel get a decent work environment.
Office Premises:
The Project will rent premises for its HQ and corridor office in Itahari a corridor Office in Bardibas
following standard practices of the Government in renting office premises. The premises should have
adequate space for the project personnel and one or two short term consultant to work. Beside there
should be enogh space for parking. The space should be in accessible area and will have enough
ventilation and natural light for people to work. It will also share the rent with other IFAD projects for
its CPISU /liaison office in Kathmandu. The rent will be paid as per the rent agreement. The project
will put appropriate curtains, floring and other decoration for making the project office a decent place
to work. It will also put its own air conditioning in the needed rooms. This will be done as per the
approved procurement plan.
Furnishing:
The project will procure the required furnitures for the office and put them For proper furnishing and
decoration, the project may hire an internal decorator who will suggest the best workable and
economic design. The furnitures and fixtures will be procured and placed as per the suggestion of the
Internal decorator.
Communication/Computers Networking.
The Project will procure Computers and other networking equipments following the standard
procurement rules and provide a laptop computer to the staff who undertake frequent field visits and
desktop computers to staff who mainly work from Office (Finance/administration/store etc). All the
computers will be networked. Appropriate networking equipments will be procured and installed in the
project offices. Besides Internet services will be procured from ISPs. Appropriate Office telephones
and internal telephone exchange will be procured and installed.
Security, Cleaning and Gardening:
The project will outsource to appropriate agency or Individuals to carry out these jobs. Such services
will be procured from local service providers. The persons involved in such services will not be hired
by the project as project personnel. The provider of such services will have to abide by the labour Law
of Nepal.
Transportation:
The project Implementation require a lot of travel. For the travel to the project areas the project
vehicle will be used to the extent possible. Bur additional veicle may be required for travel. In case of
lack of the project vehicles Public transportation will be used whenver it is appropriate. The project will
need to hire vehicles. Every year the project will publish notice for vehicle providers to register quoting
their normal rates. The project will rent vehicles from these registered service providers. The project
will take into consideration the rate as well as the quality of the vehicle while acquiring vehicle on rent.
For air travel commercial airlines will be used. Every year, the Project will publish notice to the travel
agents providing travel services to register themselves at the PMO. The air travel will be arranged
with such registered service provider.
Vehicle use and fuel,engine oil:
For ensuring economic use of the vehicle, a logbook will be maintained. The driver will have to
maintain the log book recording the place travelled, miles covered and the person travelling. The
travelling person will have to compulsorily sign in the logbook or any other slip designed to record the
movement of the project vehicle. The PM will designate a person who will handle the fuel coupons
The fuel and the engine oik will have to be procured from the vendor who has registered at the PMO
at the beginning of the year on the basis of the fuel coupon issued. At the time of travel outside the
district of the Project office, fuel may be procured from other supplier. In such case, the driver will
have to submit the bill along with the logbook proving the use of the fuel for refund.
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Water and utility:
The project will procure water and electricity from the utility company to the extent possible. For
drinking purposes bottled water?jar water will be provided. In case of electricity, a back up generator
or solar panels with battery will be installed. The decision will be made after study by an energy
expert.
Maintenance of Vehicles and Equipment:
Maintenance of vehicles, motorcycles and office equipments will be carried out by a service provider
or workshop in the roster. A notice will be issued in the beginning of each fiscal year requesting such
service providers for registration in the roster. The roster will be valid for one fiscal year. All the
maintenance works will take place only after the confirmation of need of maintenance by the PM or
the staff in-charge
A register will be maintained to record maintenance costs and details of major replaced parts of office
equipment and vehicles/motorcycles separately (by equipment/vehicle/motorcycle).

3.3.5 Assets Management
A substantial amount of the Project fund will be spent on procurement of vehicles, stationeries, office
equipments, furniture and various kinds of assets. The expenditures incurred for such purposes
reflect equivalent amounts of increases in the assets of the Project. It is therefore important for the
Project to maintain and update inventory of its assets at all times and ensure that those are properly
maintained and utilized for rightful purposes, that their ownership does not get diluted, and that there
is always an officer/staff accountable in respect of assets.
The responsibility for the proper accounting, safeguarding and utilization of all Project assets will
primarily rest upon the Project Manager, Corridor coordinators. The Project Manager, and corridor
Coordinators without disowning their own accountability, may delegate the authority and responsibility
for safe custody and utilization of assets to subordinate officials. Transfer of custody of Project assets
will be carried out through proper handing and taking over mechanism. The records of assets will be
maintained either in fixed assets register or consumable assets register depending on the nature of
assets and its value. The Project Manger will designate either the Administrative officer or any other
competent personnel as store in charge.
The PMO will implement a central procurement system where by the assets and materials needed for
project purposes will be procured by the PMO centrally and will be provided to corridor offices and the
Kathmandu liason office. In case of Small value items like pens, stationaries ortraing materials, local
procurement may be allowed by the PM.
Receipt, Inspection and Acceptance of Property:
The Store in charge and/or a technically competent official (in case of equipments) specially
authorised by the PM shall inspect and examine the goods prior to acceptance to ensure that the
quantity is correct and quality and other specifications have been complied with. The supplier shall be
given the opportunity to be present at the time of inspection/examination. In the case of complex
machinery/equipments, inspection shall be carried out by the technically competent officials either at
premises of the supplier or at the place of delivery, to be decided by the Project Manager depending
on the nature and value of the assets.
The quantity accepted shall be recorded in the relevant Stock Register (Fixed Assets or Non Fixed
Assets Register) and quantity rejected, if any, shall be returned to the party concerned immediately. If
the goods cannot be returned immediately, notice of rejection shall be issued by the Store in charge
to the party concerned indicating clearly that the goods have been rejected by the project and lying at
the project premises at the risk and cost of the party concerned within three days.
Assets Registers:
All durable assets will be recorded an asset register before making payment to the supplier The
columns of both assets registers will be filled properly. In addition to that, there will be another register
for issuing fixed assets. It is mandatory to all Project offices (HQ and corridor offices) to maintain
these two types of assets registers namely Fixed Assets Register, Fixed Assets Issue Register in their
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respective offices. Any assets handover between PMO HQ and the corridor offices or ESCs will be
recorded on the respective assets register by both parties. Assets entry number, date and page
number of recipient‟s assets register where the concerned asset has been registered will be recorded
on the respective pages of givers stock register. The format of assets registers will be developed by
the PMO
Issue of Property (Assets):
The Project assets will be issued to project personnel on the basis of a requisition form. Requests for
assets (goods) shall be submitted in “Requisition Form” to the Store Officer/Keeper with the approval
of the PM or any other project personnel assigned by the PM. . If the items requested are readily
available in stock, the Store Officer/Keeper shall issue the goods based on the approved Requisition
Form and record in the respective column of the Assets Register. If the requested goods are not
readily available, action for acquiring the property shall be taken after ascertaining the budget
availability and other procedural requirements. The concerned personnel will have to sign in the
register whenever an asset is issued and will have to return these assets to the store in charge
whenever the person concerned is leaving the project.
Physical Verification of Assets:
Verification of the assets will be conducted at least once a year. The PM, either directly or through an
authorized officer independent of the person responsible for inventory management will conduct a
verification of project assets. In case of the project assets located at the corridor Office, Verification
report from the corridor coordinator will be enough. Such verifications will be undertaken in order to
establish ownership of assets, to verify the actual existence of assets in accordance with the book
balances, descriptions and existence of any lien or encumbrance on the assets and to identify the
assets that are surplus, obsolete, damaged or unserviceable or not useable.
None of the Project assets will be maintained which is not in use in project implementation.

3.3.6 Stock Management
Apart from assets (goods of durable nature), the project will also procure a lot of consumables like
paper, pen, stationeries, files fuels etc. The project will invite in the begening of the fiscal year or
before the beginning of the fiscal the suppliers of such stock to register in the project roster. The
Project will procure the office supplies from the vendors in the roster. In order to ensure economy of
scale, the project will procure such stock centrally and provide it to various offices.
A consumable stock register will be maintained at each of the project offices. The items procured
along with the quantity will be recorded in the register once they are supplied by the vendor. It will be
an endeavour of the project personnel to use this stock economically and efficiently.
The project personnel will be provided with the materials on the basis of the requisition form
approved by the PM or a person designated by the PM.
Once the store in charge gets the requisition form (MAG FARAM), if the said materials are in the store
will issue them to the concerned individual. The Store in charge will maintain a record of the quantity
received, issued to personnel and the remaining stock. In situation when the stck goes low, the store
in charge should inform the PM or person in charge of procurement so that procurement of such
consumables may be initiated.
If the requested goods are not readily available, action for acquiring the goods shall be taken after
ascertaining the budget availability and other procedural requirements. The concerned personnel will
have to sign in the register whenever good sis issued and will have to return these assets to the store
in charge whenever the person concerned is leaving the project.
The project manager or a person assigned by the PM should do a stock checking at least once a
year. The project will not maintain the stock of goods which are not used by the project.
In case of training materials, if they are acquired for specific training program, the goods need not be
entered into the stock register The receipt of the goods by the trainees will be sufficient to prove the
consumption of these goods.
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3.3.7 Project Completion
th

The Project completion date will be the 9 December 2022 and financing closing date .......
 Withdrawal Applications may be continued to be submitted up to the Grants Closing date (i.e. six
months after the Project completion date).
 Only payments made prior to Grants Closing date, or payments due for goods, works and
services which have been provided prior to the project completion date, qualify for disbursement.
 No replenishment will be made after the Project completion date.
 The Designated Accounts recovery will begin early enough to ensure that no balance remains in
the Designated account at the closing date.
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PartIV. Financial management and Disbursement Arrangements
The financial management of the project will be governed by the Laws, rules and regulations of the
government of Nepal and the guidelines of IFAD. The project will abide by the rules and procedures
developed by the Comptroller General's office of the Ministry of finance for Donor funded project.
The Government of Nepal has developed its own national accounting standards for government
accounting namely Nepal Public Sector Accounting Standards (NPSAS), 2070 for financial reporting
under the cash basis accounting system. The project will use the same accounting standard in
maintaining the project's books of accounts.
The financial management system will be under the overall responsibility of RER/SAMRIDDHI
Project Manager and the Accounts Officer. In order to ensure a strong financial management
system, the following requirements must be met:
 ensure that funds are used only for the purpose intended under the Financing
Agreement, in an efficient and economical way and in accordance with the activities
described in the Project Design Report and in the approved Annual Work Plans and
Budgets (AWPBs) within the limit of the approved annual budget;
 ensure compliance with the prevailing government Financial Procedure Act and Regulations,
Finance Act, Income Tax Act and Financing Agreement;
 enable the preparation of accurate and timely financial reports in the prescribed format for
reporting to the government and IFAD as per their requirement, through the use of accounting
software;
 ensure that funds are properly managed and flow rapidly, adequately, regularly and
predictably;
 enable programme
management to
monitor the
efficient implementation of
RER/SAMRIDDHI and;
 safeguard the assets and resources procured using programme funds.
Furthermore: (i) the internal control system should ensure an efficient and transparent
payment and procurement process, and the proper recording and safeguarding of assets and
resources; (ii) the project accounting system should record programme requests for funding and
meet reporting obligations to both the government and IFAD; (iii) the programme‟s financial
statements and internal controls should be the subject of an independent annual audit.

4.1 Flow of funds
Financing sources.
RER/SAMRIDDHI will be funded from various sources - IFAD loan (56%) and grant (44%) of the
IFAD source of funding, the Government of Nepal (GoN), the private sector and beneficiaries. GoN
will pre-finance IFAD contribution for approved annual budget and AWPB activities. IFAD
contribution together with GoN contributions will flow to the PMO, Corridor Teams and ESCs
through customary financial procedures of GoN budget release (see the fund flow charts).
Beneficiaries and private sector contributions will flow directly to the activities in the form of
either kind or cash contribution.
Designated Account/Project Account.
Two Designated Accounts in USD, one each for loan and grant, will be opened for IFAD funds
at the Nepal Rastra Bank (Central Bank). The signatory of the Designated Account will be the
Project Manager, with counter-signing by the Accounts Officer as authorized by MOF.
Cost centres.
The project will have only the PMO as a cost center, apart from funds expended through
implementing partners. Payment for activities such as mapping exercise, technical assistance and
other services procured shall be made directly by PMO, as shown in Annex 1 flow of funds.
Corridor teams are considered to be part of the PMO, with the exception of the contracted by
implementing partners, which will be paid through the contract.
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AEC.
The PMO will provide advances to implementing partners on a trimester basis, based on the AWPB.
Further advance will not be provided to implementing partners if trimester financial reports together
with cash forecast for next trimester are not submitted to settle advance of the previous trimester
within 15 days from the end of the trimester.
ESC will maintain a separate bank account for receiving IFAD funds as well as funds
contributing to ESC operation and activities (GoN and DCCI) and will have a full time accountant
ensuring the proper maintenance of accounts as well as reporting. Accounts will be maintained
with an accounting software. The bank accounts of ESC will be operated with joint signatures of
ESC accountant and other as specifid in contract.
The implementing partners shall appoint an independent auditor for audit of funds received from
PMO. The audit will be conducted as per TOR approved by IFAD before appointment of auditor.
The audit shall include visit to Corridor offices and at least 50% of operating ESCs each year
selected on a random basis. The expenditures incurred by ESC out of advance directly received
from PMO will be audited by GoN auditors. The original supporting of expenditures from AEC
funds and a certified photocopy of expenditures from PMO advance will be maintained by ESC as
supporting documents when maintaining its accounts in accounting software. This will be
available for verification by supervision missions or auditors. The bank reconciliation statement of
ESC shall be prepared and provided to PMO and AEC by the ESC accountant.
Financial inclusion.
For the financial inclusion component, funds to be used for performance-based matching grants
and risk-sharing scheme will be paid directly to the partnering financial institutions by the PMO.
The funds so disbursed shall be treated as expenditures for the preparation of Withdrawal
Applications and the replenishment t o the Designated Account will be based on disbursement
made to Banks, FIs and SCCs/SFACLs. The project accounts shall include a disclosure for
those funds disbursed as contingent assets. Specific provisions for the utilization of and reporting
about such funds are detailed in Working Paper 4 – Financial Inclusion (Page 141-142).

Figure Fund Flow Mechanism
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4.2 Budgeting and Withdrawal Applications
The PMO will prepare consolidated Annual Work Plans and Budgets (AWPB) for every fiscal year,
based upon AWPBs prepared by ESCs and consolidated by the Corridor Team, as well as PMO
programming of activities at the national level. The AWPB will include a detailed description of
planned project activities for the relevant fiscal year, sources and uses of funds and an updated 18month procurement plan.
The PMO will submit a draft consolidated AWPB to the Project Steering Committee (PSC) for its
approval no later than 60 days before the beginning of the relevant fiscal year. Once approved, the
PMO will submit the draft AWPB to IFAD for comments and no objection, no later than 60 days
before the beginning of the relevant fiscal year. In the absence of any IFAD comment on the draft
AWPB within 30 days after receipt, the AWPB will be deemed approved. If required by IFAD, the PMO
will propose adjustments in the AWPB with the approval of the PSC. Such adjustments will be
effective upon no objection by the IFAD.

Withdrawal Applications.
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IFAD funds will be disbursed following the standard disbursement procedures as outlined in IFAD
Handbook for Loan Disbursement and by categories as specified in the Schedule 2 of the
Financing Agreement and Letter to the Recipient (LTR).Upon the request of the PMO, through a
Withdrawal Application (WA) supported by the approved AWPB, an initial advance to cover
roughly six months of anticipated expenditures of the first year or the maximum threshold of the
dvance will be disbursed by IFAD in the Designated Accounts opened in USD.
Replenishment of the Designated Accounts will be based on actual eligible expenditures incurred
and reported to IFAD through WAs during the project implementation period. Additionally, IFAD will
disburse funds to service providers/contractors/ suppliers directly or reimburse to the GON upon
the request of the PMO through withdrawal applications.
IFAD has an experience of notable delays on the submission of WAs from the on-going projects in
Nepal. The Financial Comptroller General Office (FCGO) has adopted a policy of granting a fourmonth period for reimbursement of GoN pre-financed expenditure to all development
projects implemented by GoN line agencies. If the project fails to reimburse the pre-financed
expenditures within that time, it will not be entitled to get budget release for the following
trimester. To ensure timely budget release from Treasury, the PMO will send at least one
withdrawal application in every trimester.

4.3 Accounting and Financial Reporting
Accounting system.
The Government of Nepal (GoN) follows a cash basic accounting system for reporting its
revenue and expenses. Currently used accounting and reporting ledgers and forms were developed
by the Financial Comptroller General Office (FCGO) and approved by the Office of the Auditor
General (OAG). Since 2005, the World Bank-led multi-donor trust fund is supporting OAG and
FCGO to strengthen the Public Sector Financial Management system, mainly through
institutional and human resources capacity development. As part of its achievements, the
Treasury Single System (TSA) is established in all 75 districts. GoN is moving forward to implement
NPSAS (Nepal Public Sector Accounting Standards), in compliance with International Public
Sector Accounting Standards (IPSAS) and with a view to strengthening financial reporting
standards in the public and private sectors.
Book of accounts.
GoN‟s Financial Procedure Act and Regulations will be used as the basis for accounting and
appropriate controls over financial transactions. Accounting and recording practices in on-going
IFAD projects is moderately satisfactory as these projects are maintaining their basic book of
accounts following government's double entry cash basis accounting system. This practice will be
continued in RER/SAMRIDDHI too. Separate ledgers, registers/forms and reporting formats will
be developed, introduced and maintained to record and report expenditures by categories,
components, sub-components and activities. This will be supplementary to the GoN existing
accounting ledgers/formats for project purpose.
An accounting software will be installed at the beginning of the project, both at PMO and at ESC
level. IFAD will only accept financial records, reports and statements generated by the accounting
software for Withdrawal Applications (WA) processing and fund disbursement. This will be one of the
pre-condition for IFAD fund disbursement. Service providers will be required to adhere to the
financial management procedures developed in the project‟s financial management section of the
Project Implementation Manual (PIM), the details of which will be included in contract agreements
between the PMO and the service provider.
Reporting. The PMO will prepare and deliver reports as follows:
Monthly reporting: a copy of Ma. Le. Pa. Form numbers 13, 14, 15 and categorywise breakdown of each payment will be sent by the Corridor Teams to the PMO by the 15th day of
the following month. The report will include line agency wise expenditure report and
consolidated ESC reports, by categories, components and activities. In addition, record of the
contracts awarded within a calendar month will be submitted to the PMO i n the format for
maintaining the „Register of Contracts‟. Activity, sub-component and component wise
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expenditure report will follow the AWPB format to record the expenditures and physical
progress. The reporting format will be sent by the PMO to Corridor Teams and ESCs;
Financial Progress Reporting: the
PMO will prepare and provide IFAD with
periodic consolidated expenditure reports of the expenditures, as per IFAD requirements. At
the minimum, such reports will address: (i) the status of sources and use of funds; (ii) statement of
receipts and payment by category and component, ( i i i ) Schedule of withdrawal applications; (iv)
comparison of planned budget and actual expenditures; (v) Status of the Designated Account
in USD with reconciliation statement; (vi) problems encountered during the reporting period; (vii)
steps taken or proposed to be taken to remedy these problems; and (viii) expected financial
progress during the following reporting period.
The PMO will deliver such report to the IFAD on a trimester basis, within 45 days of the end of
every trimester;
Project Financial Statement: the
PMO will provide IFAD with detailed unaudited
financial statements of the operations, resources and expenditure related to the project for every fiscal
year in the format spcified by the IFAD within four months of the end of every fiscal year (Article IX of
the General Conditions). An audited Project Financial Statement will be submitted along with the
audit report within six months of the end of the fiscal year. The project financial statement consists of:
(i) sources and application of funds showing funds received from various sources, expenses incurred for
various activities by component, initial advance, exchange gain/loss, and bank balance; (ii) yearly and
cumulative statements of receipts and payments by category and by component, disclosing
separately IFAD‟s funds, counterpart funds (government), other donors‟ funds and beneficiaries‟
funds; (iii) comparison of budget and actual expenditure; (iv) Statement of Expenditure (SOE)
and Withdrawal Application Statement; (v) Statement of Special Account movement/activities;
(vi) Designated Account reconciliation; and (vii) Note on the Project Financial Statement;
Register of Contracts: the PMO, Corridor Teams and ESCs will maintain and update a
Register of Contracts and contract monitoring log in their respective offices and report to PMO within
the 1st week of the following month. The PMO will prepare/update a consolidated Register of
Contracts and contract monitoring log and deliver it to IFAD on a monthly basis;
Records of Assets: the Corridor Teams and ESCs will maintain and update consolidated
records of fixed assets at corridor/district level with description, unit, quantity/numbers,
amount, location and users, and they will deliver them to the PMO on quarterly basis and yearly. The
PMO will prepare and maintain consolidated records of project fixed assets. These records will be
delivered to IFAD along with physical and financial progress reports.
The LTR will specify procedures for disbursement, opening of accounts, SOE facility,
procurement thresholds, methods, audit procedures, reporting requirement and deadlines for
delivery to IFAD, as agreed between GoN and IFAD.
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4.4 Internal control and External audit.
Internal Control.
The Financial Management and Procurement Specialist will have the key responsibilities in project
expenditure tracking, assets management, monitoring fiduciary aspects of district level project
activities, and procurement management.
Internal Audit.
Prevailing financial rules and regulations of GON does not allow the project to hire independent
internal auditor from project funds. The internal audit of the donor funded projects implemented by the
GON line agencies is the responsibility of DTCO; The DTCO staffs involved in the payment process
(TSA) are also acting as an internal auditor. This is contradictory with independent auditing principal.
To mitigate internal auditing risk, the project will hire an Internal Control Specialist experience in
internal auditing for short period in each year to conduct the internal audit of the project or contracted
Financial Management and Procurement Specialist will be given additional responsibility of internal
control/audit to assist the Project Coordinator for timely action and correction if required. It will be
supplementary to the DTCO internal audit.
External Audit.
IFAD requires that the project accounts be audited in accordance with auditing standards acceptable
to the Fund and the IFAD‟s Guidelines for Project Audits (for Borrower‟s use) by independent auditors
acceptable to the Fund. The Office of the Auditor General of Nepal has sole mandate for final audit of
the government agencies including donor funded project by interim constitution and audit act and
regulations. Under the terms of reference satisfactory to the IFAD, the OAG, Nepal will carry out
audits of the accounts related to the project annually. The PCU will share the TOR, sample reporting
formats and delivery deadline of audit report with the auditor before the audit of first year‟s financial
statement.
The OAG auditors will express opinion on the annual consolidated financial statements and determine
whether the designated accounts have been correctly accounted for and have been used in
accordance with the financing agreements. They will also determine the adequacy of supporting
documents and controls on the use of Statement of Expenditures (SOEs) as a basis for disbursement.
The auditors will also furnish a separate Management Letter which will identify any material weakness
in accounting and internal controls at all levels and report on the degree of compliance of financial
covenants of the IFAD financing agreement including procurement of goods, works and consultant
services and IFAD no objection requirement. A certified copy of the annual audit report of the Project
together with the PCU‟s replies to the management Letter will be sent to IFAD within six months after
the end of each fiscal year, i.e. before 15th January. This requirement will be stipulated in LTR.
Log of Audit:
The PMO will maintain a Log of Audit Observations made by the Auditors and the Table of Summary
Status of Audit Observations in their respective offices for their operational accounts. In addition to it a
consolidated Log of Audit Observations and Table of Summary Status of Audit Observations will be
maintained
Governance
Nepal is ranked 130 among 175 economies in the corrption perception index (!130 th least corrupt
economy) with a score of 27 out of 100 in 2015. The more alarming concern is that the rank as well
ha score is not improving even with the restoration of Multi party democracy in the country. So
corruption is perceived as high risk areas in project implementation.
IFAD has a policy of a zero-tolerance on corruption.. The same policy will be applied to the RERP
Samriddhi. The Project prepare, with assistance from the Financial and Administrative Manager and
the Business Development Specialist, an Integrated Framework for Good Governance. This
framework will include provisions to ensure that procurement and the selection of enterprises that will
enter into business partnerships and benefit from RER support, are carried out in accordance with
IFAD rules and with project design specifications. The framework will be included as the part of PIM
and published on RER/SAMRIDDHI website. Measures will include: (i) the publication/posting of all
procurement, calls for proposals, contract awarding and business partnership details on local
newspapers, at district and provincial offices and on RER website, including assessment criteria and
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weighing; (ii) the participation of representatives of end-users in bid assessments; (iii) the prompt
communication to bidders of bid evaluation outcomes (for more details also see Appendix 8 design
document). This framework will also include an internal code of conduct to be signed by all PMO
staff, and a code of business ethics, to be signed by all partners and beneficiaries of
RER/SAMRIDDHI activities and business partnerships. The draft framework and codes will be
prepared with support from the Project Expeditor and subsequently discussedand agreed upon at the
project inception workshop.
The project will develop a code of conduct for project personnel and personnel of the service provides
The code of conduct will be part of the contract and the pcontracting party will have to give an
undertaking to strictly abide by the code of conduct. . Breach of code of conduct will lead to
annulment of the contract.
Other measures reflected in project design to ensure transparency including the following: (i)
IFADsdirect supervision process will specifically address fiduciary compliance and the implementation
of the project framework for transparency and publicity; (ii) project stakeholders will be directly
involved inprogramming, implementation and M&E of RER/SAMRIDDHI activities; (iii) DIPCs will not
be restricted toRER/SAMRIDDHI participants and will provide a forum for raising issues affecting
RMSE development,including transparency will have to be strictly followed.
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Part V. Procurement Procedure
5.1IFAD basic procurement principles
Procurement activities of RER should strictly follow the basic procurement principle of IFAD. IFAD
guidelines have been closely aligned to generally accepted international procurement principles. IFAD
basic
procurement
procedures
are
as
follows
(for
detail
please
refer
to
https://www.ifad.org/documents/10180/cd15e696-26e2-45df-abcc-3d4611a9a20b):
A.
Ethics
B.
Accountability
C.
Competition
D.
Fairness
E.
Transparency
F.
Efficiency, Effectiveness and Economy
G.
Value for money

5.2 National Rules and Regulation
To make legal provision in order to make the procedures, processes and decisions relating to public
procurement much more open, transparent, objective and reliable, Government of Nepal have Public
th
th
Procurement Act 14 Jan 2007 and Public Procurement Rule 20 Aug 2007. There was an
th
amendment in different section and approve by parliament on 14 July 2016.
The RER project will not have big value procurement packages and specialized nature of
procurement activities to attract ICB; Majority of the procurement activities will be within the
thresholds of NCB, national shopping (quotations), community procurement and direct procurement.
Thus, the procurement of goods, works and services of this project will follow the Government of
Nepal‟s procurement Act, Regulations and Guidelines to that extent these are consistent with IFAD
Procurement Guidelines. Any of future amendment on GON‟s Procurement Act, Regulations and
Guidelines will be communicated to IFAD. The Project will follow the procurement thresholds of IFAD
Procurement Guidelines as a guideline to prepare and update eighteen months procurement plan.
The responsibility of project implementation and procurement of works, goods and consulting services
rest with the project authority. The PMO, Corridors and ESCs will follow the following basic principles
while processing the procurement activities (i) economy and efficiency, (ii) giving equal opportunities
to all eligible bidders, (iii) encouraging the development of domestic capacity to provide goods, works
and consulting services, especially community participation in infrastructures construction (iv)
fairness, integrity, transparency and good governance, and (v) selecting the most appropriate method
for the specific procurement.

5.3 Methods of Procurement for Goods and Works
The methods which are permitted for the procurement of goods and works are, (i) international
competitive bidding (ICB) or open competitive bidding, (ii) limited international bidding (LIB) or
restricted tendering, (iii) national competitive bidding (NCB) or limited tendering, (iv) international or
national shopping or requests for quotations, (v) direct contracting or single sourcing or sole sourcing,
(vi) procurement from commodity markets, (vii) work by force account, and (viii) procurement with
community participation.
The methods which are permitted for the procurement of consulting services are, (i) quality and costbased selection, (ii) quality based selection, (iii) selection under a fixed budget, (iv) selection based on
consultant‟ qualifications, (v) least cost selection, (vi) single-source selection, and (vii) selection of
individual consultants.
The Project will follow the procurement thresholds of IFAD Procurement Guidelines as a
guideline to select the appropriate procurement method and will be proposed in annual procurement
plan for IFAD review and no objection.
Whenever possible, procurement of goods and works will be bulked into sizeable bid
packages to attract competitive bidding process and make more cost-effective. The procurement of
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goods above USD 200,000, works above USD 1,000,000 and services above USD 100,000 will follow
the International Competitive Bidding and will be the mandatory method in IFAD funded projects. In
RER, it is unlikely to have such procurement packages to attract ICB.
Method of procurement for goods and works
(i)
National Competitive Bidding: applies to contracts valued over NPR 1,000,000
(ii)
National Shopping: applies to contracts valued equal to and over NPR 300,000 up to and
including NPR 1,000,000; and
(iii)
Direct contracting for contracts below NPR 300,000

5.4Methods for selection of consultants and service providers
Consultancy and Services:
Consulting service will include project management technical assistance, implementation support
technical assistance for different components, conducting studies, mobilization/establishment of
community groups, technical training and strengthening of community groups, and monitoring and
evaluation.

Each contract for the selection of consultancy services, shall be selected in accordance with
any one the selection method listed below:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Quality and Cost Based Selection (QCBS)
Fixed Budget Selection (FBS)
Least Cost Selection (LCS)
Selection Based on Consultants Qualification (CQS)

Selection of individual consultants:
Individual consultant are selected on the basis of their qualification for the assignment of at least three
candidates among those who have expressed interest in the assignment or have been approached
directly by the PMO or Implementing Agencies. Individuals employed by the PMO, and the
Implementing Agencies/Partners shall meet all relevant qualifications and shall be fully capable of
carrying out the assignment. Capability is judged on the basis of academic background, experience
and, as appropriate, knowledge of the local conditions, such as local language, culture, administrative
system, and government organization.
Individuals consultants or consultancy firms may be selected on a sole-source basis with due
justification in exceptional cases such as: (a) tasks that are a continuation of previous work that the
consultant has carried out and for which the consultant was selected competitively; (b) assignment
lasting less than six months; (c) emergency situations resulting from natural disasters; and (d) when
the individual consultant is the only consultant qualified for the assignment.

5.5 Specific Procurement Arrangement
5.5.1 Procurement Planning
Planning is a critical part of the procurement process to enable objectives and priorities to be set,
workloads to be estimated and resources allocated. It enables the procuring entity to plan, organise,
forecast and schedule its procurement activities and to identify potential areas for aggregation of
needs. It is also a mandatory requirement of the IFAD procurement Guidelines to prepare a
procurement plan covering first 18 months of the project followed by 12 months successive plans
synchronised with the AWPB during the implementation; before the commencement of procurement
and thereafter annually the Project (PMO) will furnish Procurement Plan to the PSC and the Fund for
approval.
The procurement Plan must include, as a minimum:
1.
A brief description of each procurement activity to be undertaken during the planning period;
2.
The estimated value of each activity;
3.
The method of procurement to be adopted for each activity; and
4.
The method of review that IFAD will undertake for each activity.
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Where national procurement plan templates exits and are agreed by IFAD for use on a project then
such templates can be used. If national Procurement Plan templates are not approved by the IFAD
the project will use IFAD sample procurement plan templates of Procurement Handbook.

5.5.2 Procurement of Vehicles and Equipment
The vehicles, motorcycles, desktop computers, laptops, multimedia projectors, furniture, other office
equipments and materials etc. will be procured through competitive bidding process. The procurement
method will be proposed in respective year‟s annual procurement plan considering the budget
allocation of the year and estimated amount of each packages. Procurement of goods and services
will be carried out by the PMO by bulking into sizeable bid packages to attract national competitive
bidding, in exception of stationeries, fuel items, small maintenance works, beneficiaries training and
material.

5.5.3 Procurement of studies, survey, and other specialized services
A number of studies, survey and other specialized services like institutional development and delivery
of specialized trainings will be implemented by contracting outside organizations. These tasks include
baseline surveys, corridor mapping, market assessment, IFAD RIMS surveys, impact studies,
specialized training etc. Procurement of consultants/service providers to carry out those tasks will
follow the Request for Proposals (RFP) method, with either QCBS or SFB to select successful bidder.
SFB (Selection under Fixed Budget) may be useful for studies, surveys and trainings where the scope
and cost is well defined – and the competition is for the firm who can make the best technical
proposal within the fixed amount. In some cases Single Source Selection (SSS) may also be used if
the tasks that are a continuation of previous work that the consultant has carried out and for which the
consultant was selected competitively, if the topic is highly specialized and there is only a single
qualified bidder. Based on the nature of services/studies the PMO will select appropriate procurement
method and proposed in the procurement plan for IFAD review and no objection. IFAD will make a
prior review of the selection of firms to undertake this work (especially for the baseline survey and
RIMS surveys, Corridor Mapping, Market Assesment, Migration mapping etc.).

5.5.4 Recruitment of Contracted Position
Recruitment of contracted positions mainly for PMO and Corridor i.e. Project facilitator, Planning
Monitoring and Evaluation Specialist, Rural Financial Inclusion Specialist, Financial Management
Officer, Procurement Specialist, Targeting and GESI Specialist, Migration Specialist, Knowledge
Management Specialist, Corridor Coordinator, PM&E Officer etc. will be carried out by an external
recruitment agency. The selection of recruitment will be based on the Recruitment Guideline prepared
and approved by IFAD and PSC. Under this method RFQ will be issued to the agencies to provide
their best technical and financial proposals. Highest score for proposal among the rest will be selected
and invited to negotiate and contract agreement.
Written exams and oral presentation of the candidates will be conducted by the contracted recruiting
agency independently. The highest scoring candidates (up to 5) in each position will be invited for
interview. The Joint Secretary of MoI will chair the interview panel and the Project Coordinator will be
the member-secretary; the rest of the members will be as per recruitment guideline. The combined
(written exam, oral presentation and interview) highest scoring candidate will be selected and
recommended to the PCU for appointment.
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5.5.5 Selecting NGOs/Firms for Specialized training/support services
Two stages procurement process will be adopted to select the National NGO. In first stage; an
advertisement for EOI will be published in widely circulated national newspapers. The National NGO
who have expressed interest to participate in the project and scored minimum marks set out to qualify
will be short listed by the PMO. The number of short listed National NGO will be in between four to
seven, the top scorer. In second stage, only the short listed National NGOs will be invited to submit
the RFP, the QCBS or SFB method will be followed. The Bid evaluation committee will be constituted
by the PMO with representation of independent professional experts and related specialist of PMO.

5.5.6 Review of Procurement Decisions
IFAD will review the arrangements for procurement of goods, works and consulting services proposed
by the PMO, including borrower‟s procurement procedures, contract packaging including composition
of bid evaluation committees, bid evaluations, recommendations for award of contract, draft contracts
documents, applicable procedures and the planning and scheduling of the procurement process to
ensure their conformity with Financing Agreement, Borrower‟s Procurement Act, Rules, Regulations &
Guidelines, IFAD Procurement Guidelines and the proposed implementation and disbursement
schedule.

5.5.7 Thresholds for prior review from the IFAD
IFAD will undertake to review the provisions for the procurement of goods, works and services to
ensure that the procurement process is carried out in conformity with its Procurement Guidelines. For
the purposes of IFAD‟s Procurement Guidelines, the following procurement decisions shall be subject
to prior review by the Fund for the award of any contract for goods, equipment, materials, works,
consultancy and services under RER.
a.
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
b.
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
c.
i.
ii.
iii.

Procurement of goods, materials and works
Prequalification documents and shortlist when prequalification is undertaken;
Bid Documents for goods, materials and works;
Evaluation Report and Recommendation for Award; and
Contract and amendments
Procurement of consultancy services and services
Prequalification documents and shortlist when prequalification is undertaken;
Request for Proposal (RFP)
Combined (technical and financial) evaluation report and the recommendation for award; and
Contract and amendments
Procurement of individuals consultants
The Term of References of the Assignment;
The Evaluation Report and recommendation for selection
Contract and amendments

5.5.8 Prior or Post Review:
Except as IFAD may otherwise agree, the prior or post which applies to various procurement of
goods, works and consultant recruitments shall be defined as follows:
Procurement Method

Prior or Post

Comments

A.
ICB
NCB

Procurement of Goods and Services (non-consulting)
Prior
All contracts
Prior
Except contract valued below NRP
1,000,000
Shopping
Post
All contracts
Direct Goods
Prior
Except contract valued below NRP
5,000,000
B.
Recruitment of Consulting Firms
Quality and Cost Base Selection Prior
Except procurement valued below NRP
(QCBS)
2,000,000
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Fixed Based Selection (FBS)

Prior

Least Cost Selection (LCS)

Prior

Selection Based of Consultants
Qualification (CQ)
Sole Source Selection (SSS)

Prior
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Except procurement valued below NRP
2,000,000
Except procurement valued below NRP
2,000,000
Except procurement valued below NRP
2,000,000
All contract except for exception covered
by paragraph 28 of the LTR

Prior

C.
Recruitment of Individuals Consultants
Individual Consultants (Single Prior
Except or as per provision covered
Source)
paragraph 28 of the LTR
Individual
Prior
Except Procurement value below NPR
Consultants(Competitive
2,000,000.
Selection Process)
The aforementioned thresholds may be modified by IFAD during the course of Project implementation
Table:Prior review – Procurement of goods and works
Description of
Activity

Documents
to
furnished to IFAD

In cases where
prequalification
is used.
Bidding
Documents

Prequalification
and shortlist

Evaluation
Report
and
Recommendati
on for Award
Contract

be

Responsibility

Time
Submission

documents

PMO

After
shortlist
undertaken.

Complete sets of Bidding
Documents with invitation
notice.

PMO

Required

Complete sets of evaluation
report and recommendation
for award

PMO

Before
bids
invitation or send
to the short-listed
bidders
or
published
in
newspapers.
Before issuing the
award notification

Two conformed copies of the
contract andamendments (if
required)

PMO

Upon signature

Required
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IFAD
No
Objection
Required

Required
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Table:Prior review – Procurement of consulting services
Description of
Activity

Documents
to
furnished to IFAD

Prequalification
documents
(EOI)
and
shortlist
Request
for
Proposal (RFP)
to the shortlisted
consultants or
consultancy
firms
Technical
Evaluation
Report

Prequalification
(EOI)
documents and shortlist

Combined
(technical and
financial)
evaluation
report and the
recommendatio
n for contract
award
Contract

Resp
onsi
bility
PMO

Time
for
Submission

RFP

PMO

Before sending
RFP to the shortlisted consultants
or
consultancy
firms.

Required

Technical Evaluation Report.
The Project is to request
IFAD‟s concurrence if the
evaluation
report
recommends rejection of all
proposals;
Combined (technical and
financial) evaluation report
and the recommendation for
contract award

PMO

Before opening
of
Financial
Proposal.

Required

PMO

Before
final
decision on the
award
of
contract.

Required

Two conformed copies and
amendments (if required)

PMO

Upon signature
of the contract

Complete sets
Documents

of

be
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After
shortlist
undertaken

IFAD
No
Objection
Required

Remar
ks

5.5.9 Ex-post review time/year
With respect to any contract not governed by prior review, the Project will retain all documentation up
to two years after the closing date of the grant agreement for examination by IFAD or by independent
auditors. This documentation includes, but not be limited to, the signed original contract, the
evaluation of the respective proposals and recommendation of award. IFAD does not finance
expenditures for goods, works or consulting services that have not been procured in accordance with
the procedures specified in the financing agreement. In such cases, IFAD may, in addition, exercise
other remedies under the financing agreement, including cancellation of the amount in question from
the grant accounts. Even if the contract was awarded after obtaining a “no objection” from IFAD, IFAD
may still declare misprocurement if it concludes that the “no objection” was issued on the basis of
incomplete, inaccurate or misleading information furnished by the Project or the terms and conditions
of the contract had been modified without IFAD‟s approval.

5.5.10 Register of Contracts
A record of the contracts awarded within a calendar month that are to be financed - in part or in full by the proceeds of the Grants will be recorded in a separate register called “Register of Contracts”.
When a contract is amended, the amendment will be recorded in the Register of Contracts. If a
contract is cancelled or declared ineligible for financing by IFAD, this information will be written in the
Register of Contracts. The PMO, Corridor and ESCs will maintain and update a “Register of
Contracts” in their respective offices.

5.5.11 Monitoring of Procurement Activities
For successful implementation of the procurement plan, the strong procurement monitoring systems
need to be established in the project. The monitoring system will focus in two key areas, tracking
status of implementation and monitoring the process of each implementation. Tracking status of
procurement activities will be compared with the approved procurement plan. This includes
comparisons of cost, procurement method, deadline for preparation of bid documents, bid invitation,
bid opening, bid evaluation, award of contract and contract signing etc. The process monitoring will
focus on ensuring compliance with applicable regulations, rules, policies, procedures and guidelines
of GON and IFAD. Such monitoring will take place in each quarter by Financial Management Officer
and Procurement Specialist. The Specialist will prepare and deliver a detail monitoring report to
Project Manager that includes recommendations and action plan for improvement/correction and
future strategy. A copy of such report (respective section only) will be send to the concerned Corridors
and ESCs.

4.5.12 Contract Management and Documentation
Contract management and administration refers to all actions undertaken after the award of a contract
relating to the administrative aspects of the contract, such as contract amendment, contract closure,
record retention, maintenance of the contract file, and handling of security instruments (e.g.
performance security). Contract administration is the responsibility of the procurement official, in this
project Financial Management Officer and Procurement Specialist will have the responsibility of
contract management and documentation with involvement of the Accounts officers/procurement
staff, and Corridors and ESCs, as required.
The period for active contract management usually starts at the moment the contract is signed and
ends when the final completion certificate is issued. The task of contract monitoring is to ensure that
both parties to the contract perform in accordance with that contract agreement and to take action as
required to address any problems or delays, whether actual or anticipated. On the contract of supply
of goods and materials, the monitoring process ensuring that goods are delivered on time, are
acceptable to the project in terms of quantity, quality and supporting documentation. When
contracting services, the Specialist must monitor the performance of the contractor by ensuring timely
receipt and acceptance of the deliverables specified in the contract (e.g. inception reports, progress
reports, reports from workshops or training sessions etc.).
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5.5.13Maintenance of Records and Files.
The Project must establish a procurement file for each procurement process/activity. In addition to
information documentation of the procurement process (cost estimate to contract signing), the file
must include all information required to successfully administer the contract. Any issues of clarification
or change of the contract must be fully documented in this file. In order to provide their input
throughout the contract administration phase, the procurement unit will normally have a separate file
with a copy of the contract as part of the each procurement activity.
The Project should maintain all documents and records related to the bid and contract for three years
after the completion of the bid or contract as specified in Section 7.05, clause b (ii) of IFAD General
Condition for Agricultural Development Financing (as amended September 2010).
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